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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Murray, Ky., Monday

Afternnon

May 8, 1972
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The Murray High School
Black & Gold Marching Band
was awarded a third place
trophy in Class A for its performance in the Grand Parade
of the Humboldt, Tennessee,
Strawberry -Festival Friday.
Thirty-marching bands froth
tour state:competed -for the top
honors in three classes in the
parade.
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AIR FORCE CADETS WIN AWARDS AT UK—Brig. Gen. James C.Pickett (left), was speaker at
an awards program at the University of Kentucky in which these four Air Force ROTC cadets were
recognized. The cadets are (from left), Terry L. McKinney, Owensboro, Patrick D. Humphress,
Largo, Fla., William M.Corrigan,2241 Napoleon Blvd., St. Matthews, and Paul G. Bryant, Murray.
The four received Lee J. Merkel awards for "outstanding leadership qualities." Gen. Pickett is
,
Assistant Adjutant General For Air,Kentucky Air National Guard.
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Reading the other day where
a fellow so s that str
are developing_ new theories
about how the world originated,
meanwhile other observers of
this mixectuir planet are still
puzzled about WHY it started.

Ernest W. Williams, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Williams,
One of the best put together 307 N. 12th, has been accepted to
publications we have seen lately the Harvard University Law
—the NIL .1
School
isthesemester.
the
ot
--pubitenttall.
-ground,
--Department---of Fia
Wildlife Resources. Dr. Roger of a possible 800 on the Law
W. _Barbour always has the School admissions test. Also
inside of the back cover ac- accepted by Vanderbilt and the
companied by photographs of University of Kentucky law
his subject, some form of schools, Williams chose Han.
yard.
Kentucky Wildlife.
Williams is a 1969 graduate of
he
Motto of the Cincinnati Post Murray High School, where
of
is "Give light and the people was the third honor graduate
National
a
was
He
class.
his
will find their own way".
Merit Scholarship winner,
received the Murray State
One verse of a poem by Edith
University Alumni scholarship
M. Emmons.
(Csodianed en Page Twelve)

Women's Senior Citizens
Luncheon Will Be At Hazel
The Women's Senior _Citizena
Day will be held at the Hazel
Baptist Church On Saturday,
May 27, sponsored by the Hazel
Woman's Club.
Members of the club have
planned a luncheon and special
fellowship day for the women
senior citizens of the community.
Any woman who wishes to
attend is asked to contact any
member of the club on or before
May 25. Transportation will be
available by club members.

The Murray Junior Band,
consisting of 68 members, all
seventh and eighth graders
from Murray - Middle Schac1 .
won first place in Class C over.
several larger and more experienced bands.
Over 30,000 people reportedly
lined the ategetsleeyiew
—
The'Murray Band program is
- Bill
'
Watson, who joined the Murray
High School faculty at the .
beginning of this year.

Mrs. Elva Allan of Murray
Route One was transferred
from the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital to the Western
ist Hospital,Paducah,by
a Max Churchill ambulance on
Saturday after having suffered
a fracture af the right leg in a
two car accident on..U.S.:High—
way 641 North. by Captiiih's Kitchen at five p.m. Saturday.
Also injured in the accident
wa.S_Gary-Wayne Ovérlie
sixteen, of Murray Route Two
who was treated for a laceration
of the forehead and an:injury of

Mrs. Tom Wilson of Murray
route three calls to say they had
a sow that gave birth to 18
pigs. Seventeen of them lived.
Mama pig can only take care of
four-teen of them so it appears
that Mrs. Wilson has a job on
her hands to keep the rest of
them going. She-plaris to get a
baby bottle and feed the
unlucky ones until they can
start eating more snstantial
food.

SAIGON (AP) — U.S. warplanes returned to the Hanoi
area today foi- the first time in
three weeks and bombed stor'age depots, bairacics and-train-.
-Mg -facilities supporting the
North Vietnamese invasion of
South Vietnam, the U.S. Command announced.
The command said waves of
carrier-based Navy planes hit
itiWtfittfati Thejeta-rfec-•
turned safely.
The conunandanade no mention of any enemy MIGs being
shot down, but other sources

--hospitak.
Herman Ahart, husband of
Mrs. Ahart, was reported not
injured, and accompanied his
wife to Paducah.
Kentucky State Trooper
inStephenson
Charles
yectigatrLJhe aCr'ide t -Ahart,
:Forti,-was going_
drivirca-106_7
south on U.S. Hi hwa 641 an
made a left turn onto the old
Highway 641 colliding with the
1971 Datsun,driven by Overbey,
going north on U.S. Highway
641, the trooper said.
Damage to the Ford was on
the right side and to the Datsun
on the front end. The Ford was
towed away by McClard
Wrecker Service and the
Datsun by Tabers - WreckerService.
Overbey was taken to the
local hospital by BlalockColeman ambulance.

Sigma Department Will
Hold Regular Meeting

-7

The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight (Monday) at 730•
p.m. at the club houSe with the
program by the "Teens Who
Care".
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
"
urges_alr
members to attend this last
regular meeting of the club,
year.
Hostesses -are--- Mes4amesBobby Toon, Tommy Alexander, Bill Thurman, Chad
Stewart,G. T. Lilly, and James

Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Key of
Mt Poplar_ Street, Murray.
over
'ere in Meth his,
-the
a
e wee
graduation of their daughter.
Mrs, Patty Young, as .,a
registered nurse at Memphis
State University.
Mrs. Young graduated with
highest honors, magna cum
laude.
They also visited their son.
Jerry Key, who had his only
kidney removed at the William
F. Bowld Hospital, Memphis,
and now using the special
kidney machine awaiting a
kidney transplant.

The Hazel Parent-Teachers
Club met in regular session en
Thursday, May 4 at 7:30 p.m.
-With the president; Mrs. James
Phillips; presiding.
Brb. A.H. McLeod, pastor of
iCostinued on Page Twelve)
the Sopth Pleasant Grove
MethOdiSt,..,Church._ -gave- thedevotion. Mrs. Phillips gave
special recog-nition to all those
parents present who would have
LAST DITCH DEFENDER--Capt., Tran Van Than, bearded -a child in the first grade next
fall.
and sporting a chest full of medals, carries the flag during a
Recovery, Inc., for former
The program was presented
parade through the near-empty streets of Hue, South Vietnam.
patients and persons
mental
by the first and second odes.
The 70-year-old veteran of the Freech and South Vietnamese
tiring
on ci y
•
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nervous patients,
In
disorders)
last-ditch
the
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Hen'
Ret
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eiilitled
of
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defense of Hue.
• (AP Wirephoto -under the direction 'Of their pm... at the Murray Mental
teacher, Mrs. Eupal UnCenter. _
derwood. Miss Ann Benoist, Health
Roach, Area
Katherine
student teacher, directed the
Inc., 104
Recovery,
for
Leader
second grade's production of
Rayburn Drive, Benton, said
Grateful
the
"Mumbo and
the meetings are open to any
t
id
:
Lion." The second c
...01:81MCRAIttt&-__ . •
said-some-of-the-leade,r
_The
-Room-count--was- won-ty;
Recovery,
attending,
for
reason
announced.
second grade. Mrs. James D.
E.B. Howton,chairman of the select:fie-I' was
Inc., • are as follows: If your
Springs
Dawson
of
native
the
of
minutes
the
ft
Erwin
read
agriculture department, has
it is jusi
chairman of the last meeting, and Mrs. Charles doctor has told you
been chosen as the ninth facult!, who has been
to do
have
you
and
nerveS
your
department since Tidwell gave the treasurer's
member at Murray State agriculture
yourself but it is mostly up to
it
faculty
the
joined
Howton
report.
University , to receive the )959,
you; if you are being robbed of
State in 1937 upon
The president read a card
coveted distinguished professor :it Murray
master's
the
(Continued on Page Twelve)
awarded
of
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being
tecahers
the
from
Alumni
the
of
award
agriculture at the
for
in
PTC
the
det4ri.«.
thanking
School,
Association.
Kentucky.
the dinner at the Holiday Inn for
. He was presented to the l"n r sity of
In making the award to Teacher Appreciation Day.
gathering at the annual alumni
was named the There was also a card from the
banquet Saturday evening by - Howton who
in Kentucky Kirksey ball team,thanking the
Year
the
of
Man
Dr. Karl F. Hussurtg, professor
1971 by the group for playing a benefit
of chemistry and last year's Agriculture for
Press and ballgame.
Thtee traffic collisions were
recipient. Howton was awarded Kentucky Farm
Hussung
Roy Cothran, principal, investigated by the officers of
a check for $1500 when his Radio Association,
the Murray Police Department
described the recipient as a
(Continued on Page Twelve)
on Saturday and Sunday. No
"gentle man as well as a geninjuries were listed' on the
tleman."
reports.
-He has devoted his life to the H. S. Miles To Be At
development of young people in
Cars involved in a collision at
Home
5:20 p.m. Saturday were a 1970
the field of agriculture, and American Legion
nothing gives him greater
con tact Chevrolet two door hardtop
Miles,
H.S.
delight than following the representative of the Bureau of driven by Faye Larue Mccareers and noting the ac- Veterans Affairs, will be Connell of 306 North 6th Street,
complishments of his former present on May 17, at the Murray,
a -1969 Chevrolet
students—many of whom have American Legion Home here. two door hardtop driven by
gained national recognition. As Miles -wilt be present to- assist Jane E. Byars of Hazel Route_
a man,he is highly respected by veterans and their dependents Two.
Police said the McConnell ear (Continued on Page Twelve)
with claims for benefits due
backing south from a
Wasthem as a result of military
space on Storey's
service from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. parking
Parking lot and that the Byars
car was goifig west in a lane on
Murray TOPS Club Plans
(Continued on Page Twelve)

B. Howton Chosen As
Distinguished Professor

I Ire

Methodist Women To
Have 'Day Apart'

"Day Apart" will be observed by the Women's Society
of Christian Service of Paris
'District Thursday, May .11 at
the Wesley United Methodist
Church • five miles north of
Fulton, Kentucky. The meeting
starts at 9:30 a.m and closes at
' •
noon •
Mrs. Wayne A. Lamb,
Memphis ciinference president,
will he the leader. This is a time
for spiritual enrichment and all
members are urged to attend.
welcome. The
Visitors are
nursers will be open

JACKSON PURCHASE
Rain with a few scattered
thundershowers likely today,
ending by evening. Highs today
68 to 73. Considerable cloudiness and cooler tonight. Lows
46 to 53. Tuesday decreasing
cloudiness. Highs in the mid to
upper 60s. Wednesday partly
cloudy and warmer.
Extended Outlook
KENTUCKY—Outlook
• Wednesday through - Friday.
Variable cloudiness Wednesday
through Friday with a chance
of show0and thundershowers,
mainly Thursday and Friday.
Lows from the mid 40s.to_mid
50s, highs mostly in the 70s.

had reported earlier that several were sighted and destroyed.
The-command.,also said only
tactical fighter-bombers took
part in the'raids and that there
were no B52 strategic bombers
used. It did not say.bow many
planes were involved, but it
was learned that at least two
•carciet_atelLttle.Tonkin _GWL
IrtrathefIV--- 11111'innouticement or theil:• • —
''
lacks came as President Nixon
met with his National-Semi:Ay-Council.
"Tactical strike aircraft hit
military targets which included
_ storage facilities, barracks and
training facilities, which are
helPing_Va support the Comma- _
nist invasion across the DMZ,"
the U.S. Command said in a
statement. DMZ means the demilitarized zone dividing north
and South Vietnam.
The command also reported
ers attacked military targets in

Again" at the
The 42rvoice Christian Youth Singers of Mayfield will present a contemporary rock style musical "Now Hear IT
Minister of the
First Christian Church, Murray, Sunday. May 14, at 7:30 p.m. under the direction of Rev. Roo Hatchett. Associate
will be held in
First Christian Church,Mayfield. The electronic musical in the rock style is free to the public. A reception and a party
is the
McCord
Don
the
group
and
Introduce
will
David
Roos
group.
Pastor
the fellowship hall afterwards in honor of the concert
on a summer tour this July. Their
musical
this
take
and
will
director
sponsors,
adults,
people,
young
forty-two
The
ad,visor.
youth
destination and point of return in Washington, D.c. covering numerous churches in an itineran of the Eastern seaboard.

Bake Sale For Saturday
The Murray TOPS Club will
have a bake sale in the Central
Shopping Center on Saturday,
May 13, starting at 8:30 a.m.
All types of baked goods will
be on sale. For special orders
call Bonnie Jones 435-4892 or
Brenda Edens 753-9669.
The TOPS Take Off Pounds.
Sensibly) Club meets each
Tuesday at seven pm. at the
Calloway County Health Center.

OAKS LADIF-S DAY
The regular session of bridge
and golf will be held by the
GETS SCHOI,ARSHIP
Anne Ryan Cooper. Murray. women at the Oaks Country
has been awarded a 8150 special Club on Wednesday with golf at
bioloQ scholarship at Murray nine a.m. with Margaret Tel-- _well as golf hostess and bridge
State University.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. at 9:30 a.m. with Joyce Thomas
Inc Ryan cooper of 411 10th St., as bridge hostess. The ladies
she is a senior at Murray High day luncheon will be served at
School. Miss Cooper begins noon with Willedean Grogan
Murelle Walker as
studres in pre-pharmacy this
hostesses.
summer at MSU.

Woman Treated For
Injury Received In
Accident On Sunday
Mrs. Jennifer Spencer of
Route Four was treated for an
injury of the right arm at the
emergency room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital on
Sunday at 1-15' -1717r.. after
having been injured in a truck
and car collision on Highway 94,
8.4 miles east of Murray.
Kentircky State Trooper
Charles Stephenson said Mrs.
Spencer was a passenger in the
Ford pickup driven by her
husband, Dale Spencer. The
other vehiae involved was a
1964 Oldsmobile driven by'
Patricia Foy of Lynn Grove.
The trooper said both vehicles
were going toward Muiray
(Continued on Page Twelve)
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Young drivers need
more real-life training
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Bause G.Humphreys,age89, died yesterday after an illness of two weeks.
• - Mics Jiidy__Anne_Cooper, Murray High _School
student and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Julius
Cooper, has been selected to participate in Ohio
State University's 1962 Summer Center of Communicative Art.
New officers of thp Garden Department- of_the
,Murray Woman's Club are Mrs. James Byrn, Mrs.
I.H. Key, Mrs. Hugh Houston, and Mrs. Dewey
Ragsdale.
_ -Mr. and Mr. Dumas Stark observed their 50th

Largely due to three factors:
The young age at which they
are licensed, lack of time behind the wheel, and perhaps
most significantly, the lack of
training in real-life driving ex-

The driver education challenge
is greater than ever.
High school driver education
must be made more relevant to •
WASHINGTON - The popureal-life driving situations that
lar myth that young people are
result in the death of more than
better drivers than their par17,00p young people each year
ents has been exploded by re- Perience.
Some safety experts express
"Diver education, which beseateb into accident causal. great concern about the first
In the last decade 470,000
in this country in the 1930s
gan
factor. t
Wfple were killed on the nanot kept pace with
They point that in 30 states has simply
the kind of driving decisions
a
legally
can
drive
teen-agers
Last year alone, 55,000 were
mile
car before their 16L1 birthday. needed in almost every
killed.
H.
Roger
said
daily,"
driven
In 11 states they can drive beWho are these people being
Wingate, manager of the Libfore
15.
age
killed and maimed?
Co.'s loss preOther safety specialists are erty Insurance
Too many are the nation's
department.
vention
about the second facyouth - promising lives troubled
Speaking at the National
tor and for that reason recomerased before they even have a
Press Club recently, Wingate
In
mend
licenses.
probationary
chance to make their- mark.
the probationary period, they said that driver education
The crisis on the nation's
highways continues and tbe
feel that severe restraints training simply cannot do the
-should be placed upon young job as it is.now taught.
cent is on youth.
He noted that the current redrivers and that drivers should
The leading cause of death to
quired six hours of training behave
to
beprove
themselves
yoimgsters in the 15-to-25-yearfore receiving a so-called per- hind the wheel is not sufficient
old age group is motor vehicle
for the young driver.
manent license.
accidents.
Too often, he said, the youthAnother prime area of conMore youngsters in this age
-driver's first experience
is the third factor - the cern
group are killing themselves
lack of training in real-life with an emergency situation is
and others with a 3,000-pound
the real thing. Unfortunately,
driving experience..
licensed weapon than with
for too many it is also the last
The question:
hypoloaded
or
guns
loaded
How well are youngsters as shown by the fact that young
dermic needles.
trained before being permitted drivers(ages 15 to 25) have the
In 1970, 1,500 youngsters beto venture out on hazardous highest percentage of automotween 15 and 25 died from
bile fatalities of any age group.
highways?
drus.
The answer for driver educaThe unfortunate answer:
- Another 3,394
tfielfOOk bitt TiOt well tei tors, coultt-be the use of multi.victims.
phase training programs, said
practical experience.
Another 4,204 died in the
Driver
education
in
began
Wingate.
-Vietnam war.
States in the 1-930a
Last fall a NationaVireansBut 17,360-nearly
but has not kept pace- with the
portation Safety Board report
combined total of the othersvehicle acci- kind of driving decisions said, "Driver education prowere
needed in almost every mile grams cost the government
dents,killed in
some $8 million a year; yet atStudies by the National Safe- driven daily •
tar more than 60 years of corn,
by virtue
utem
greAat
td
ea'
d(
ifferi9
iles
yanam
jtath
those
mercial and 37 years of public• ottYtheirC°41acilagesh°thev13,havetbsit
of 30 years ago and there are
high school driver education
A. My travel, of course, will agility and perception on their
experience there is still no body
almost four times as many of
be limited because I have en- side.
of data or series of studies that
and
eyesight
reflexes
them
the
on
roads.
Their
,gaged in the. practice of law
can prove the programs actuHighways have changed. The
will have some matters in ereJer. better than their Parally contribute to-highway
demands for instant-int safe
the courts and will have to
safety."
i.
Tte
ents
about
yseeDi‘sept
out21-er
p
constantly
Increase.
decisions
spend some time working on
By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
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F.I.
ing Of Senatorial Candidacy

itc4ert P. Thornton, age 74, died May 6.
New officers installed at the meeting of the
Murray Woman's -Club were Mesdames Clara 1Williams,
.
Thurman.
R.H.
and
Allbritten,
James Rudy
By SY RAMSEY
The Jackson PurchaSe Chiropractic Association
AssociateirPress Writer
with Dr. - LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) met at the Murray Weinalfs club Fouse'nie following contains portions
Gerald Gordon of Murray as host.
--fh for_
Mr. and MrS. Leroy-Coit of Columbia, Me., have of a taped- toferviesv wi
a ReNunn,
B.
Louie
Gov.
mer
Hugh
Mrs.
and
Dr.
parents.
her
of
guests
been the
publican candidate for U.S.
McElrath.
Seriator.
Miss Bea,Purdom -is gravely-ill at a hospital in
'
did_you.ran-Tor mink:
Nashville, Tenn.
tor. when it was known you
were reluctant and would have
preferred to go for governor in
1976?
A. Well, I feel anyone who
has served as the people have

•

ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of
We: elild man became a living soul—Genesis 2:7.
Man-dame from God and through His faith in
Christ, returns to God.

by Cart Riblet Jr.
The other day my wife ah-hahhecl! that she had
seen me driving with a young woman beside me. I
hastened to explain that the passenger was in fact a
man of 20, his waved and fluffy hair so long it concealed evidence of his masculinity, a guardsman's
mustache and a roving eye for girls --- just like any
other man.
"Appearances are deceptive."
"The Wolf In Sheep's Clothing.
PLAY TO BE FILMED
LONDON (AP)- "The National Health," Peter Nichols'
prize-winning play, will be
brought to the screen as a Ned
_Sherri!! production for Colum•
bia Pictures.
The long-running National
Theatre success will be directed by Jack Gold and filming
is set for the end of May.

A MOON MOVIE
DURBAN.South Africa (AP)
- Vice squad detectives who
bought what was purported to
be a blue movie from Loaganthan Chetty found they had been
sold a newsreel of an Apolld
moon landing. Chatty could not
be charged with selling pornographic film, but he was fined
$133 for fraud

SAMMIE BEAMAN,Rt. 1 Murray,. talks with Mrs. Harry M.
Sparks, wife of the Murray State University president, at' the
annual Senior Coke Party Tuesday morning. Commencement
-tooemonies for the 49th spring graduating class.will be May 13.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley

and t wile involved in 34 per
I have to depend on the people
Fent of111M
to remember the concern -I'-ve
Why'
shown for them).
_
L. The fact is, many accidents
Q. Are_youludicating the outinvolving teen-agers occur
- come will be rather close?
within the first few months in
A. No, not. at all ... it apWhich they have their license.
tears that because the people
Inexperience is apparently
expect me -to win by an over- their largest single handicap.

have the APPeiRl knowledge and
4 apatt4 -and some of the -unwarranted-- -overconfidence.,
-workers-supporting me are not the inexperience can easily
iniccluation-that's-eoine to use
by virtue of being governor.
exercising themselves to the make a deadly mix.
Louie B. Nunn
I had an obligation to offer my
extent I'd Ifice to see.
Their lack of experience is
services ... to try to do some- poll show-the one taken about
may
we
reason
this
for
So,
thing about the pressing prob- the time you were leaving office
have a low vote, and, of course,
lems that you really can't re- (as governor)?
the lower the vote the better
solve as governor.
A. The poll showed that two
vote he 'Gable) and the other
(14,114 every three ppnpip in the
W--ntStr°97*-the- last-daY--to -state-voted-our-adrninistration,,S-arlaidlleg
Q. Do you perceive any
an you
as the best in their lifetime. It
the party
A. Well, of- course, as soon as indicated that they respected dissatisfaction within
Club.
Woman's
leadership-or role?
you become an annolinced can- what we had done and that I with your
'After the regent _Kentucky
certainly don't
I
no,
Well,
A.
didate you have to go to work
Federation of Woman's Clubs
would receive bipartisan supsome people, as you
as a candidate ... really I'd Port in the event I was a candi- ... I find
Convention, . the Murray
always find, who didn't get evhoped that some of the others date for public office.
Woman's Club came home with
A lot of
wanted.
they
erything
!Republicans) might catch on
number of awards-one of
a
Q. Were you in contact with
it goes back to the way the lowould not have been
which
Gable in the weeks before the
cal people worked on patronage
I was very happy and content Senate filing deadline?
possible without the great
don't
have,
even
didn't
I
that
with my law office (and my
we received from
A. ... I made some speeches
of ... a lot of cooperation
family) I guess I was think- at Lincoln Day banquets which have knowledge
newspaper.
your
I had personal
ing only of myself as an indi- he attended, but conversation people (believe)
Our pressbook, which is a
transaction,
every
of
knowledge
was
I
these
For
reasons
vidual.
of all publicity concollection
about (my plans) was not enregardless of how small it
reluctant to get into it.
cerning the Murray Woman's
gaged in as far as I recall,
been.
have
might
Club, recevied a first place
Q. When did you make up
He did call me before he
That's just impossible for a
your mind definitely?
in competition with clubs
filed and said he was going to
unless he's award
A. I really made up my run for the Senate ... regard- governor to do
the state. This
in from all over
acting
except
nothing
doingmind, I guess, that afterfRinir- less of what I would do, and
we have won
time
first
the
isn't
a political rapacity.
before I filed -that -night
this award; and we -feel you
was calling'Me at a 'matter of
even (that) morning I hadn't courtesy ... I told 'him to go
Q. Do you have any notion at deserve a big "thank-you" for
yet coniftnced myself that I was ahead if that's what he wanted all whom the junior senator, your partin making our-success
willing to make the com- to do. Marlow Cook, might favor in possible.
mitment and accept the sacriQ. What kind of primary `do this Republican primary?
fices.
Sincerely,_
you expect? -No, I feel that Sen. Cook
Q.. Had you not filed, which
Mrs. John Belt
A. Well, 'Certainly I am not would be the appropriate one to
Republican would have filed
Corresponding Secretary
going to lake any unnecessary ask about that. He will be runwith your approval?
- Murray Woman's Club
chances of being, defeated. I ning two years from now,and I
..A. I know .of no others that
twgrtire the fact that Mr. • certainly would not ask him or
would have filed. Gable has been running, that expect him to fake any action
Q. Well, that would have left he spent a lot of time during which would'create party prob. Mr. James Williams, Editor
Robert Gal* perhaps as the the (Republican gubernatorial ) !erns for him in the days ahead. Ledger and Times
frontrunner. Is that right?
campaign advancing his own # There's no question about North 4th Street
A.' Well, I don't know if he causes for the Senate race.
Sen. (John Sherman) Cooper. Murray, Kentucky 42071
was ... at least I didn't hear
... He has gotten some com- He publicly announced here ...
much enthusiasm for him. mitments from reliable and de- he hoped I'd run and I was his Dear Mr. Williams:
There was a continuous request pendable people an I expect choice to succeed him. _
from Republican leaders across him to get a good vote. I'm enAs Corresponding Secretary
Q. Had President Nixan
the state-some of them prac- couraging my friends and urged you to run?
for the Murray Chapter of The
Secretaries
tically conceding that we were people around the state to get
A. Well, I'm not going to get National
forfeiting the race and insisting out and vote for me.
into what the President did. I Association, I would like to
that I get into it.
never pretended to speak for thank you for the excellent
However.I'm refraining from
coverage you gaye our chapter,
Q. In other words, an over- naming campaign people in the President or to use his
as well as all secretaries,
...
way
any
in
name
powering reason for you getting each of the counties because I
during National Secretaries
posevery
get
to
him
I
want
in was that otherwise the feel I have enough support that
Week in the Supplement to the
Democrats would have had too they will come out on their own sible vote ( bcause) the outLedger and Times.
the
only
not
affect
could
come
good a chance to win the Sen- for me. One of the reasons for
On behalf of all the members
United States, but the free
ate seat?
doing this is that it might avai0
of the Murray Chapter of
in
think
to
have
We
...
world
A. That's my impression, any splintering of the party (
terms larger than our own self- N.S.A., I would like to express
based upon what others said
voiding) forcing people to
ish interest ... We can't just our appreciation 'for your
... but the real motivating fac- choose sides.
of my success as a candi- support and interest during our
think
tor was my responsibility as a
He (Gable) has taken (a diffirst year as members of N.S.A.
date.
citizen ... it wasn't just- a par- ferent) course and his camtisan thing.
paign manager ,has said they
Sincerely yours,
Q. On a practical basis, did would resort to any tactics and
I Mrs.) Anna Ruth Harrii
you make any attempt I to stir would try to create discontent,
A SUMMER FILMING
Corresponding Secretary
spirited)
up a more
Democratic and I don't think a campaign
Murray Chapter, NSA,
NEW YORK (AP)'- "Cleoprimary?
ought to be predicated on dis)A.1No, I didn't.involve myself content ... I will Dot be talking patra Jones,- a light comedy
CONGRESSIONAL DUEL --... and I was not. playing about the qualifications or lack detective story about a black
On April 8, 1826, Secretary of
private eye, will go be- •
female
games. I don't think you can of qualifications of my oppoState Henry Clay and Sen. John
fore the cameras on July I .:The
play games with something. ike nent.
story is fret% --in original Randolph of Virginia fought a
the Senate. •
Q Do you plan' to travel screenplay by Max Julien and duel over a congressional de'bate.
•
much in the final weeks"
William Tennant
Q. What (lid the Itcpublican

Prog. Info 753-3314
NOW thru May 3

jim

ilauthe

at 7:30 Nitely,
Also 1:30 Sat. & Sun. Plus 10:30 Fri.& Sat.Nites

NOW

Ends
TUE.

"A MASTERPIECE!'
—PAUL p ZIMMERMAN.
NOVIS.V•1114

COLUMBA P,CTURES P•esen.s
a

SOS PROOUCTION Ri

Starts Wednesday
incredible
goofs who try
to steal the world's
hottest diamond
not once-but
4 times!

Th

Robert Redford
Tim sempease comedy

George Segal

from the maw who rade"SAM"

MURRAY
DRIVE
IN

Prog. Info. 753-3314
Tonite thru Wed.

1."CAPTAIN APAClia"(PG)
Lee Van Cleef, Carroll Baker
2."A TOWN CALLED HELL" R
Telly Savalas, Stella Stevens
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The Westside Homemakers
Club will meet at.the .honse of
Mrs. Jewell McCallon at 12:30
p.m.
Monday, May 8

The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
Morning circles of the WSCS
the First United Methodist of the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the Church will meet as follows:
church at seven p.m.
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. Ralph
Group III of the CWF of the Nelson, 1200 Doran Road, at
First Christian Church will 9:30 a.m.; Maryleona Frost
meet at the home of Mrs. with Mrs James Byrn, 1117,
Martha Carter at 7:30 p.m. with Circarama, at 9:30 a.m.; Alice
Mrs. Dan Hutson in charge of Waters meet at ten a.m. at the
church to go to Mrs. W.E.
the study.
Moffett's home at Panorama
Shores._
Tuesday, May 9
New
The
Providence
The TOPS.Club will meet at.
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Bill Ed the Calloway County Health
Center at seven p.m.
Hendon at one p.m.

The New Concord Parents
Club will meet at seven p.m. at
the school. Note change in date.

challenge

education
elevant toll.= that
nore than
ach year.
which bethe 193Qs
Mee with
dedsions
wry mile
Roger H.
' the Libloss pre-

National
Wingate
ducation
ot do the
ht.
urrent reaining besufficien t

the youthsparience
tuation is
rtimately,
o the last
hat young
)have the
f automoige group.
Fer educe..

rrmitt=
sins, said

al Transrd report
itiOn promerriment
ir, yet af-7s of coin'of public
education
ill no budy
udies that
sins actuhighway

The Olga Hampton Baptist
Women of the Sinking Spring
Church will meet at the church
at 7:30 p.m. instead of the date
previously announced.
The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Holmes Dunn at 7:30 p.m.
The Bethany Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Edgar Morris at seven

Style show for three classes of
Home Economics I at Murray
High School will be held_ at
seven p.m. at the high school
building, Doran Road.

The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. Hostesses- will be
Groups of the Baptist Women
The South Pleasant Grove
Toon, of the First Baptist Church will Homemakers Club.will meet at
Bobby
.Mes,dames
Tommy Alexander, Bill
meet as follows: I with Mrs. the home of Mrs. Milford Orr at
-Thurman, chad Stewart, G.T. James Smith - at -930 a.m.-, II one p.m.
Lary, and James Frank.
with Mrs. I. H.-Key at ten a.m.,
Concord
and III with Mrs. Luther Downs
New
The
The Theta Department of the at two p.m.
Homemakers Club will rneet at
Murray Woman's Club will
the home of Mrs. Charlie
The Quota Club will meet at
have a family patio supper at
Stubblefield at one p.m.
12
at
Restaurant
Trianlge
the club house at 6:30 p.m. Each the
member is to bring a meat dish noon.
The Pottertwon
and another dish, hostesses are
Club will meet at
Homemakers
433
No.
Murray Star Chapter
Mesdames James C. Martin,
at ten a.m. .
Inn
Holiday
the
Star will
William Taylor, Rudolph Order of the Eastern
7:30
at
Hall
the
Masonic
at
meet
Howard, and Dr. Evelyn
Evening circles of the WSCS
p.m.
Bradley.
of the First United Methodist
nieel. ,(91191v.§.;
_Cluirch
Ruth- Wilson with- Mrs. --Max
Caftan-, 505-South 11th Street,
at 7:30 p.m.; Wesleyan with
Mrs.-Roy Folsom, 1505Story,at
7:30 p.m.; Hannah at the social
hall for a dinner at 6:30 p.m.
The ladies day-luncheon will
be served at peon at the
Calloway County Country Club
with Mesdames Henry Holton,
Richard Farrell, Nat Ryan
Hughes, Palmer Peterson,
:Gaylord Forrest, John Watson,
Lochie Hart, Eugene Flood,
Richard Cullom, and Kenneth
Coode as hostesses. Bridge
chairmen... will be Mrs. Tip
Doran and. Mrs. Jim Ed
Diuguid.
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Wednesday, May 10
Murray
South
The
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. T.H.
Covington at ten a.m.

Itilii PAW1--- mommo
.i
--:. .....
- I .2St
Lot N.84111ii
.4,a,

—

•le

1 equal

Waters,
South 14th Street, at 2:30 p.m.

Murray, Ky.

-. Thursday, May 11
The Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet at the Dexter
Community Center at 9:30 a.m.
The Sunnyside Homemakers
Club will meet at home of Mrs.
Danny Phillips at 10:30 a.m.

DELFT

The Dutch Look
with lightweight flexible
polyeurethane clog bottom
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Stretch gloves ease arthritis

*DEAR MR. E.: Congratulations to the
State of Illinois!

r Goteorge E. Ehrlich.
dirtn
ter of the AlbertthcArth riEtiisnsCteeirinAtedica Center, says that
going to bed with gloves on
either completely or marked
ly reduced morning stiffnes,
.n 5.i of 56 patients who took
part ri controlled Audy.

progressive

Problems? Trust AbbN. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY. BOX 69700, L. A . CALIF. 90069 and enclose a
stamped, addressed envelope.

A lovely household shower at,
the home of Mrs. Guy Spann on
Monday evening, May 1, uas
arqong the pre-nuptial events
hoabring Miss Jill Persall, June
bride-elect of Mr. Wane
Hughes.
Complimenting the future
bride were Mrs. Spann. Mrs.
Kenneth Jackson, and lrs.
James I. Erwin.
Receiving the guests with the
bride-elect were her ino!!.ctr,
Mrs. J Jack Persall, the gr.,
elect's mother, Mrs. licr,)ert
Hughes, and his grandnH11.0T,
Mrs. Tony Sherffius.
Miss Persall chose to wc;i: or
the occasion a navy blue ti: ,tss
from her troosseau.
The guests participated ii. an
enjoyable contest with 'he
winner being Miss I 'ea \nn
Farlow who presented her 11 ize
to the honoree.
Miss Persall was the
of many lovely and useful
The hostesses' gift to the
-honoree was a white theyual
blanket.
The beautifully app 'I ted
table was covered with a ,ice
tablecloth and was graUrd ic ith
an arrangement of purple and
pink spring flowers. SilviT trays
held a variety of party ,,indcookies. nuts. - and
wiehes,
ved
mints. Miss Julie Spann
fruit punch from a rystal
r
puncl bowl.
Twenty-five -persons afternled
or sent gifts.

Their subjective relief was
.aceempatued by considerable
_ reduction in the swelling of
linger jointS-anrTby a significant increase in the patients'
grip strength. And especially
in the case of rheumatoid arthritis patients, where morning stiffness can be particularly painful and long-lasting,
many found that they got the
first- good night's sleep in a
long time.
The gloves, made of Spandex and nylon. apparently do
their work by squeezing blood
out of Veins.

Foi the arthritic a simple
pair of stretch gloves pulled
_on___before retiring...for_ _ the
night7can put a swift end to
the agony of morning, stiffness in the hands, according
to a Philadelphia physician.

DEAR ABBY: Re the letter in your column relating
to the difficulties of getting an arrest stricken from the
record after an acquittal:
IR Illinois, the procedure is simple:. One files a petition
CIRIff; - -nnd----kThrifsK -4
45i-thief JuKtf.' of -tIle
simpiy _that he was arrested and acqinfte-d—a10- desires te•
have his arrest record expunged.
Not only will his arrest be expunged, but if his fingerprints and photographs were taken, those will be returned
by the Chief of Police and absolutely no record is kept of
J L. E., CHICAGO ATTORNEY
the arrest.

in-

DELIA

Students in Claws II and III In home economies at Murray
High School modeled in the style show helif Thursday evening.
They are front row, left to right, Deveen Perry, Ethel Reed,
Sandy Johnson, and Gall Russell; second row, Paula Jones,
.Waada Rolfe, Patsy Ray, Mamie Blanton, Leah Fulton, Jamie
Frank, Rosa Hudspeth, and Nancy Copeland.

DEAR ABBY: I am absolutely furious with you! What
do you mean saying that you thought parents had the
"right" to search their children's drawers and closets -and
go to all lengths necessary to foci out whether their children were involved with drugs?
I am 16, and it is my "right" as a citizen to do what I,,
want with my body. And if I want to take drugs my parents
have no business spying on me to find out whether I am or
,
not,_,
I have always thought you were reasonably fair minded,
but not any more. And it won't do you any good to retract
your statement because I am thru reading your column
FORMER READER

Miss Jill Persall
Honored At Shower
At The Spann Home

Ae
o try
weddis
mond
-but
s!

1314

DEAR ABBY: My husband 'has one brother and one
sister. The brother 'married a very rich girl and he has no
money worries The sister married a professional man who
does very well, and they are also on easy street. They both
have lovely large homes, help in the house, etc. My husband is barely making it.
Twelve years ago my father in law lost his wife and
didn't want to live alone. The others couldn't take Grandpa
because they traveled too much, etc., so he came to live
with us.
We gave up our bedroom and moved into a dinky guest
room so Grandpa could have the best. For 12 years this
complaining, demanding old malt lived with-us-Two-years ago he suffered a stroke and I had to care for him 24
hours a day, bathing, feeding, everything! He could have
afforded to go to a nursing home because he had money
socked away and plenty, but he wouldn't hear of it.
I put up with his cursing, complaining and demanding,
and so did my children. All the while, he never gave us one
and
-penny for his keep! Well, Grandpa died two weeks ago,
"his will read:
"All my children shall share and share alike."
Would you care to,comment? A COUPLE OF CHUMPS
DEAR CHUMPS: It seems inequitable, to put it dell.
"If you
_ cately, but I'm reminded of an old Yiddish saying,
he Aka
enme for'T6'Ube/Vatter:let-might - have --tai -pay_
fuaeraL"
DEAR ABBY: This is an open letter to my mother:
taking
Dear Mom: If you should ever suspect me of
,you
_that
Arnow
.1.
because_
-privacymy
hivade
drugs, please
always want the best for me.
suppose
I always tell you not to worry about me but I
cease
should
you
if
because
this,
say
that it is silly of me to
to worry about my welfare you will cease to love rile.
or Dad
I pray that I will never do anythingto hurt you
to hurt
anything
do
never
will
in any way. I also pray that I
know that you
I
out.
find
should
you
and
do,
I
if
but
myself
stop me, and I
will do everything in your -power to try to
YOUR 16-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER
will love you for it.
and
DEAR DAUGHTER:- -I appreciated your letter,
will not.
while I know that many *ill agree with you, some
view:
Please read on for another it-sear-old's point of

*_ The Arts_and_Craits
4+ meet with Mrs. Neva

4+
,4.4441.
4-*44444444

/ed.

But he never promised
you a rose ,..,(r.ircien

4
*
*
'
4

* The Happy Yellow Store*
4*
44 Court Square

By Abigail Van Buren

Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Oaks
Country Club with Mesdames
Ben Grogan, Max Walker,
Bailey Gore, Darrell Dowdy,
-Bobby uunn, Joe
4+ Edith Story,niclell
Path, *Sam
Pitlames,
4 Cook, Hazel Berkley, Howard
4+ Giles, Harry Furches, Don
Henry, Barbara Jeffrey, Eddie
E. Hendon,
Shroat, Robert
Clyde Roberts, and J.P Parker
as hostesses. Mrs. Margaret
Tidwell will be golf hostess.

,

5t211r.ill NB
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COOKING
IS FUN

Debbie Johnson, Ana Parker,
and Gail Russell are shown in
their outfits they modeled in the
Murray High School Style Show,
Home Economics Classes II and
III, on Thursday evening at the
new high school.

LOSE WEIGHT
THIS y06,WEEK trim
Odrinex
can help

•

C:1 -1113000
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A salute to
Kentucky's
Health Care Team
Illoess or accidents may not be on your mind
during your vacation. But, it's good to know
you tt never be far from Ken-lucky
— ahoUtti yOu
need them
Nobody knows more than we. what the
Health Care Professionals and hospitals of
Kentucky are doing to provide you with the
best health care possible.
During National Hospital Week (May 7-13),
we at Blue Cross and Blue Shield" hope
001 recognize the many valuable services
oerformed by-the Health Care Professionals
and Facilities in your community Not only the
treatment and in-care of patients. but ,such
things as outpatient clinics, mobile health units,
and providing information to help the general
public stay healthy.
When you travel bp sure to carry your
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Identification Card.
lust in case For information- about protection
to help meet today's cost of care complete and
mail the coupon below. -

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
AFTER-SCHOOL TREAT
Red Apple Wedges
Popcorn Meringues Beverage
POPCORN MERINGUES
A spanking-new recipe
1 1/2 cups freshly popped corn
1/8 teaspoon-salt,
2 egg whites
1/2 cup sugar,
1 teaspoon vanilla
Place popcorn in electric
blender 1/2 cup at a time, cover and blend until finely
chopped, continue until all popcorn is chopped. there should
be about 1 cup Add salt to egg
whites in medium mixing bowl.
beat at high speed of electric
mixer until whites are stiff
Add sugar. about 2 tablespoons
at a time, beating at low speed
after each addition to dissolve
sugar thoroughly mixture
should be stiff and glossy Heat
in vanilla Fold in finely
chopped popcorn Take up heap
mg teaspoonfuls of mixture and
push onto a large cookie sheet
lined with brown paper or foil
placing mounds a hoot I inch
apart Bake in a preheated 277,
dekree oven 30 minutes Turn
off oven let stand in oven with
door closed another 30 minutes
Remove from cookie sheet with a spatula rooI completely on
wire rack Store in a tightly
covered.tin box
Makes about 2, do/en

111111

t., ,rn,

slim person you want to be Odrinex is
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed Con
taws-on ilangerou.s. ti_ogs No starving
No special exercise. Get rid ot excess
fat eV live longer. Odrmex has hewused successfully by thousands all over
the country for 14 years. Odunex Plan
costs 83 25 and the large economy size
$5 25. You must lose ugly fat or your
money will be refunded by your druggist
No questions asked Accept no substitutes Sold with -this guarantee by.

a

did

Wherever you travel in Kentucky
were there!
Kentucky BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Rd Louisville Kentucky 40205
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Riva Ridge Leads All The Way
In 98th Annual Kentucky Derby

Ladies Golf
Scheduled
At Callow-ay

By BOB COOPER
catching him," Pardue said.
other—to win more than
Associated Press Sports Writer
The following line-up for the
No Le Hace was out- $500.000.
LOUISVILLE,Ky. AP1—It's- distancing the rest of the field
"Now at least you guys be- Calloway County Country Club
beginning tO look like the May in the final 16th mile, but he lieve me when I say that a Ladies Golf Wednesday has
20 Preakness at Baltimore will wasn't gaining on Riva Ridge, hcirse can come up to the Der- been given by Carol Hibbard,
be an intrasquad game among who went under the wire under by with just three prep races in golf hostess:
horses trained by Lucien Lau- a hand ride by jockey Ron Tur- his 3-year-old season," Laurin
Alice Purdom, Lou Doran,
-MI.
Ruth Wilson, Rowena Cullum.
cone.
told newsmen after the race.
('hick Lang, director of racFrances Miller, Mary
"If I get another horse that's
Hold Your Peace, who had
ing at Pimlico Race Course,
Watson, Mandy Paulk Reba
exit
do
I'll
material,
Derby
said after Saturday's Kentucky tried three times in the early actly the same way," he added. Overby,
°Derby he expected three or part of the race to draw alongChris
Hutson,
Jennie
Hold Your Peace had six
four losers in that race to try side Riva Ridge, faded in the
Graham, Juliet Wallis.
his DerRiva Ridge again in the second stretch "like he was drunk," races this year before
Mary Contri, Lou Ann
by start, finishing first or secPardue noted.
gem in the Triple Crown.
Philpot, Betty Hunter, Ufbina
winning
and
them
ond in all of
But only 24 hours later, it
Koenen.
"We ran just as straight as
Florida and
wasn't possible to find even we could, except for going the Flamingo in
Margaret Shuffett, Jackie
here
Purse
Stone
Stepping
the
one.
Ransom, Catherine Garrott,"
around Hold Your Peace, and
In fact, the only trainer at we just couldn't get there," a week ago.
Patsy Oakley,
Churchill Downs talking about Pardue siid. '
No IR Hace raced five times,
Spann, Carla
Beverly
going in the Preakness wa§..)
winning four in a row and fin- Rexroat,
Anne Knight,
Introductivo, the 53-1 fourth ishing sernnti to Rnkehy _Pats* Millar
...1.±4,4r1.11. trainer_ of .the..MeadA
seek
will
ther
o
.
comfinisher,
Stable's wire-to-wire Derby
Stable's Key to the Mint in last
Peggy Billington, Charlene
petition now in Chicago, trainer Tuesday's Derby Trial.
winner.
Doss, Norma Frank, Toopie
And he was talking about Stan Reiser said. Sensitive Mu- - But the Derby satisfied- ev- Thomas.
which of his horses he might sic, fifth in the Derby, is going erybody in one way or another.
Sue Morris, Evelyn Jones,
to Hawthorne.
run against the star.
Laurin was satisfied that he Betty Lowry, Veneta Sexton,
The others are going any''Sure, I plan to run Upper
has perhaps the best horse in
Rebecca Irvan, Elizabeth
Case against him and I could where they can hide from the history. He said just that.
Stusmeyer, Euldene Robinson,
put ( Roy Anderson's) Spanish champ. They,were, in order of
The others were satisfied that Irene Chitwood.
Riddle in the race, too," Laurin finish, Freetex, Big Spruce.
. Bobbie Garrison, Jean
they
aren't going to beat the
the
Big
.of
River,
,Head
Brown
said.
Euva Nell Mitchell,
Wilson,
son -First Landing unless he
Upper Case, also owned by Bear, Kentuckian, Hassi's ImInus Orr.
gives them a head start.
age,
Majestic
•Needle,
Our
the Chenery family's Meadow
Carol Hibbard, Jerlene
And Churchill Downs? Why,a
Stable, wasn't nominated for Trade Winds, Napoise, Dr.
Betth Jo Purdom,
Sullivan,
$7_1 million mutoel handle In,
by
ere-,-supplerrie_rit,.... Neale anct
T;i4-le day
Riva Ridge, as the heavy faNancy Haverstock, Glenda
body
--Riddle via-MT-quite ready for vorite-Of-the 130,564 fans who
Chrisp, Donna Keller. Nancy
bet more money than anyone
the 1 '4-mile race.
Fandrich, Billie Carroll,
-•
-Le Ham • J. -R. - -ever- has--iii-• one-day-, needed
Barbara Erwin. Tech Farrell,
coupte
-gerlife taps
`Steals-•StreTeff-rufir-ier
Elenaor Diuguid, Sadie West,
ished 3'4 lengths behind Riva with the whip to lead every
Anna Mary Adams, Frances
Ridge on Saturday, will pass up step of the way in the 1,4-mile
Parker.
•
the Preakness as will third fin- derby.
Starting time is 9:00 with a
isher Hold Your Peace.
ladies luncheon at noon. Ladies
His time of 2:01 4-5 wasn't
"That horse was just too close to Northern Dancer's
Bridge will start at 9:30.
much," Arnold Winick, trainer record of two minutes flat, but
LAS VEGAS,• Nev. (AP) —
•of - Maribel Blurn's Hold Your it didn't have to be.
John Newcombe of Australia
LITTLE ORLEANS, Md.
Peace, said. .
"There was nobody threat"_Right now, I'm just goirig,to.._ ening -- him anytime - in the has tuned up for Tuesday's fi- ( AP) — A 19-year-old Fredsit here a couple of days, then race," Laurin noted. "Hold nals of the $100,000 World erick, Md., youth was wounded
I'm going to take a 10-day va- Your Peace came at him a few Championship of Tennis tour at when his turkey calls were too
•
cation," Winick said. "And my times, but my rider just let out Dallas by winning the $50,000 realistic.
d$tate police reported that
horse , is going, to get a lo-day a notch each time and that was Alan King tennis classic here.
Newcombe defeated Cliff Gary William Clark was sitting
•
vacation, too,"
Africa in in a tree using a turkey call deDrysda4e
NOT-Le Trace §-Wainer, tile
The winner's purse of $140,- straight sets, 6-3, 6-4, to collect vice to lure game Monday
fable Homer Pardue, is headed
for New4ork,- where "I'd like 300, second richest in the 98 $10,000—prize money Sunday. when-he was shot accidentally
runnings of American's favorite Drysdale won second place and by another hunter, Nelson R.
to think about this thing for a
horse race, boosted Riva $5,000.
Bussard, 33, of Hagerstown.
few days before I decide exThe world's eight top money
Ridge's earnings to $701,210 and
Clark• Was admitted to Cumicily what fli do.put the million dollar mark winners, including Newcombe berland _Memorial Hospital in
•'Rail I just don't think we'll
within-his grasp this summer. arid Drysdale, will take part_ in. fair -condition with I2-gauge
..-try va-'trp again in the
As 2-year-old champion last the Dallas finale. Twenty tour- shotgun pellet wounds of the
Preakness. We ran as good a
year, he was the second colt in naments preceded the final con- head, neck and chest, police
race as we could against him
history—Buckpasser was the test.
said
Saturday and therewas just no

John Newcombe
Wins In King
Tennis Tourney

Middle School
Intramural
Tournaments

Monday
Tuesday

Hawks

Team No. 2Tuesda)
Nednesda),

Cavaliers

Team No, 3
Monday

Tuesday
'team No. 5

Knicks

_

games wW be played today, with
The-Murray Middle SchoolIntramural Tournament will begin today. The four first-round boys
wIllTetittire the championship
the first round of the girls tourney and the second round of the boys being Playetituesday.-Wednesday
games for both teams.

Laker Girls Win Again. Rebels Are New Victims
•

By David Hill
2213-yard dash. She also took top marked a 1:59 time for that
honors in the long jump to lead event.- Marcia Webb replaced
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Kathy Johnson on the 880
The Calloway County girls the Laker team in its win._
track teRM has done it again.
Second place in the 50-yard medley relay; the team placed
They traveled to South Marshall dash went to Vickie But- first with a 2:11.
Sharry Pierce took secobd
Friday afternoon to show the terworth with a 6.8. Kathy
the 40-yard - hurdlesplace-ie.
Pythe
Leeli449WW.there bow=itadoae, -Johnson ---fulinwedand -cattle home.with a 7740- - Adams' winning tinie o- f -28.3 in -with-en aar Ame-Murdock Wes
Murdock
‘k in.
the 220 with a second place third with an 8.9:-Miss
took first place in the 80-yard
Phyllis Adams was first in the finish of 28.5.
.51.4ard dash, 100-yard dash an
- In the 440%yarAdash-_Sarah hurdles with a 13:1, while Miss
Calhoun was third with a time of -Piercë a-gain rciok setbritt with a
Zs:SC.0=C
1:12 In the 880-run event, Sara 13.8.
Sabrina Tucker took third
VonSchoech placed second with
in the long-jump with a
place
third
was
a 3:03. Cathy Futrell
leap of 14-9. Marcia Webb was
with a 3:04.
With a 4-9
The three relay teams placed first in the high-jump
Pro Hockey At A Glance
second
took
Todd
Tina
while
events.
first in their respective
By The Associated Press
Playoffs
team clocked a place in that event with a 4-7.
440-relay
The
NHL
Darlene Oliver placed first in
57.4 performance. Vickie
Championship
Saturday's Result
_Butterworth, Sabrina Tucker,
- •
No game schedutect
Diane Olive, and Kathy Johnson Pat Ryan Is Member Of
Sunday's Result
Boston
ran on that team. The same four
Boston 3, New York 2,
l-ads best of 7 series, 3-1.
ladies ran on the 880-relay and Coast Guard Golf Team

Standings
Monday's Game
No game scheduled
Tuesday's Game
New York at Boston
Wednesday's Game
No game scheduled
Thursday's Game
Boston at New York, if neces
art
Friday's Game
.
No game. schedulesi
Sunday's GameNpw York at Boston, if nece

Ernie Derr Wins
SEDALIA, Mo.(AP) — Ernie
Derr of Keokuk, Iowa, driving
a 1970 Dodge Charger, won the
U.S. • Auto Club .late
model ...lock car race and $1,700
StIrattY•

,!)rY

ENTR
ENTER

rim

—

Randy. He
and at the(
he returnei
Randy st
waiting for
sand and t
good med
tember, I
Murray lo
season._ _
• fit-SOO)

Late

Murray, Ky.
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Are we the Extraordinary Bank because our Home
Improvement Loans are easy to get and inexpensive?
Or ... are our Home Improvement Loans easy to
get and inexpensive because we're the Extraordinary Bank?

it s

vLESV
L..

411161

r)l,BANK
P E OPLES

"

14.,\
•

1Y, Kt

KY.

Member of F.R.1C.
- Three Convenient Locatir

South Bran h
12th & Story

-

.1"

7.- LET

,

)441,

I

2 PRICE ride tickets from the
1
Get your /
following participating stores:

LENDER

The Exi raordinary Rank

IP

j

EQUAL HOUSING

Either way, when you're ready to raise the roof, we'll
be ready with the cash.

Main Branch
500 Main

*Easy
Access

While r
fieldhouse a
arene, he
broken leg,

fr_17,01

APIAMMIM16•

MRRAY
U

PINEHURST, N.C. (API —
Danny Edwards of Oklahoma
State University is the new
North and South Amateur golf
champion, ending in the process defending champion Eddie
Pearce's bid to become the
tournament's first titleholder to
repeat since 1963.
Edwards, of Edmond, Okla.,
broke in front with a birdie on
the first hole of Saturday's 36hole all-collegiate finals and
went on to a 3 and 1 victory
over Pearce, a Wake Forest
University sophomore • from-ri();

MAY 8 THROUGH MAY 14-

v.w.--;;;Avio
Need a home loan?
We've got a better budget for it.

41IL

Danny Edwatds
Is New Champ

Located On The Parking Lot at Central Center

WOO"

C

the discus event with a sail of 961. Sara Calhoun took second
place with an 85-7 mark.
Sandra Duncan placed first in
the shot put with a toss of 28-3_
Sara Calhoun was right behind
, _
v41.4 a 264. for _third,
Wednesday..,..the girisudittiost
a triangular meet with Trigg
County and Heath.

By Ml)
Ledger &T
It is quiti
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Murray, Ka
even farthei
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NEW LONDON, CONN.—
Coast Guard Cadet Patrick J.
Ryan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William J. Ryan of Murray, Ky.
is a member of the cadet golf
teamn at the Coast Guard
Academy in New London, Conn.
He is - a -1971. graduate Of
Murray ilign

Hwy. 641-N

6.
4
.
110 **A

(‘.

Monday
Cougars

Tram No. 1

Service

.0.

Tuesday
Globetrotters

Wednesday

mitt4u.s

fitiosie

Bucks

takers

*Courteous -

0
.
,
0.N

Monday

Girls

* Free
Parking

It is extraordinary
what we can do for
you if you let us.

Boys

Bullets

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

•Kroger
•Roses
•Big B Cleaners
•Begley Drugs
•Cooks Jewelry
•TV Service Center
* 5 Big Adult Rides

MO
1

* 5 Kiddie Rides
I.
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Murray State Track Teams Fortunate To Have Smith Los Angeles Lake
rs Win First NBA

By MIKE BRANDON
is not able to go at full speed.
Ledger & Tittles Sportswriter
- "My athletic goal is simply to
It is quite a distance—Itemmake the Jamaican_ Cll
Montego - Bay
Jamaica to
team," said Randy. I plan te
Murray, Kentucky. But it's
retun home next month to
even farther from Murray to
tryout for the team. The only
Munich, Germany. Randy
LOS ANGELES AP) — Wilt over the.New York Knicks.
came as they heal Chicago and guard, finished _with 16.
thing that stands now between
Smith of the Murray State
Chamberlain's scowl could
As Goodrich said it for the
That gave the Lakers their defending chump Milwaukee in
the
Olympics
myself
and
is
my
track team has made the first
scare a bear, but he wore a first'NBA championship since playoff games.
Lakers,
"It's just like a storyback.
If
too
it
doesn't give me
part of the journey. Now he is
smile of satisfaction when he they came to Los Angeles in
The 35-year-old basketball book finish. They key of the enmuch
of
a
problem,
will
I
then
trying for the second part.
be in Munich representing said, "I think that winning this 1960 and their first since 1954 millionaire was named the tire year was us working toThe story begins as a
title should make life a little when they made Minneapolis Most Valuable Player. And it gether as a team."
Jamaica,"
concluded Randy.
youngster in high school. Randy
easier for me."
Which is the same thing said
their home. The margin in wasn't until late that it became
--Randy is one of the finest
got his start in track as a
The 7-foot 1-inch captain'of games was 1-1, four straight. evident he had sufficiently re- by Chamberlain who drew a
gentlemen
best
and
of
one
the
sophomore. Before the year was
standing ovation from the
n
dfefrredomlastth
c
worvisetrseuf
athletes that I have ever had the the Lou Angeles Lakers relaxed since losing the opener.
over he had recorded a time of
today in his $1.5 million home
Friday
sprainednight crowd of 17,505 at the Forum
For Chamberlain, this was a
privilege
to
coach,"
said
9.5 seconds in the 100 yard dash.
Murray mentor gill Corbel and the easier life to Which he big moment._He has been aiti- in New York. He wore a protec- when Sharman took him out
His ability increased with
"He is always out there giving it referred reflected acceptance cized during his 12-year NflA tor usually- Worn by "defensive late in the fourth- quarter, the
maturity and by the time he was
chanipionship assured.
career and accused of not get- linemen in pro football.
all he has. I just wish that I had as a team player.
a senior Randy owned a 21.0
He
blocked
shots,
scored
Los
Angeles
along
jumped
ting
24
with
coaches
out
his
to
a
or
a few more Randy Smiths to
second' mark for the 220 yard
10-0 lead and then found themwork with," concluded Corfell. points 7,and hauled down n fellow players.
dash.
As the Lakers won a record selves 53-50 at the half. Their
Randy Smith deserves to rebounds despite a painfully inAfter graduation from high
make the Olympics. Better yet, jured right wrist as the Lakelts 33-in-a-row and total of 69 du- third quarter made the differschool, Randy swarmed with
the Olympics 'deserve Randy shucked off years of frustration rin4 the regular season, there ence.
offers from major universities
Sunday with a 114-100 victory was no such criticism. None
Leading 75-74, Happy HairSmith.
throughout the United States.
ston sank a basket and then
Few people know that English is
Wilt added a pair, sandwiched
the national language . of
around a shot by Walt Frazier
•
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.'API—
Jamaica. So Randy had little
which he blocked. The Lakers Gary Bettenhausen,
a secondtrouble in making his choice of
had built a seven-point lead.
generation
driver,
race
has
schools.
The Knicks made one more posted the second 190 mile an
Such giants as UCLA, Ohio
run but it fell short and in the hour speed of the season at
the
State, East Michigan and
fourth period, the Lakers pulled Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
Southern Illinois University
Don Sutton's best, was flings before Richert came on
But they jumped on Norman away.
Bettenhausen, Tinley Park,
tried for the talented Smith. But
brilliant .:. but not quite good in the 13th to be greeted by' and -two relievers-for
111.,_ driving, a McLaren-Of
five-puns ''Gulf'
:
•
fioodrich
--seored--10.4at
since Randy wanted to go to a
enough.
John
Boccabella's
leadoff in the eighth, featuring doubles the final, period and 25
for the fenhauser hit one lap at 190.235
Randy Smith Crosses the line ahead of Western Kentucky's
smaller university, he accepted
"It was the best game I ever single, the second Montreal hit.. by Tommie Agee,
Jim Fregosi
m.p.h. and another at 190.315
Coach Bill Cornell's invitation nearest competitor in the 440 relay. Smith was running the anchor pitched in professional ball, and
After Ron Woods popped up at- and Duffy Dyer. Agee then sin- game. Jerry West had 23 and Sunday at the 212-mile InJim
McMillian
20
as
four
leg
for
faUniversity
the
team.
track
Murray
State
and came to Murray State an
that covers eight years," the tempting to sacrifice, Ron Hunt gled hog* the
tying run in the kers scored 20 or more.
dianapolis Motor Speedway.
the promise of a four year
his greatest year at Murray. is the fifth child in a family of Los Angeles right-hander said singled. Clyde Ma-shore was ninth and belted a game-winBettenhausen was one of 24
Hairston,
other
the'
starter,
scholarship.
Sunday
after
hurling 10 innings purposely passed after the run- fling two-run homer
Smith
won almost every
indoor ten, four
with
drivers
practicing for the two
two
brothers
and
three
—
had
13
points
_
but
was
second
to
of. one-ha.bell. aply..0 have the
.
Randy arrived,IrMiutrayjn', nnti .outdoor meet. in
ners_ moved ep _on_ Duke Sims' out in the 10th.
which he -sister's.
weekends of qualifications leadWilck rebounds with 14.
Montreal Expos edge the 6odg- passecTrbair _ - —
September 1968. They called_ participated.
-'
- -The
-- -Pirates
- - - dropped
- - ----- ---He tied the school
ing iethe i05nMe soce-iiletk-Zk
RandY will soon ne-graduting ems
33-year-Oki
'home - -The
1-0 on reliever Pete Richme the pioneer," said Randy."I record for the 50-yard
Richert then bobbled Mike
dash with and he must give some time for
His father, the late Tony Bethas
wan
almost
run
everything
battle
to the Reds 4-3 but
in
ert's bases-loaded error in the Jorgensen's bouncer back to
was the first person from the a 5.4 and was
honored by being his future plans. After all, a 23tenhausen, spent 15 years ra6the
NBA
during
won
his
the
game
career
9-6
exwith
Willie
13th.
west Indies to-come -tradarrayf‘3i
-*wet* yeEff.olit-3eRtor-- with -a double Etsevvhire-,- Steve -Carlton -be- the mound as Boccabella raced Starl belting a pair of-r.ir- cept a title prior to this one, ing here.
so I sort of paved the road for
mile relay team.
major in political science and
Earlier this- spring, -Bobby
-eornmetitedi--- - oaiddal feel
others." His major problem
The victory kept the surpris- cults and driving fillive-rarts.-At Memphis State during mid sociology must have some kind came the National League's
Unser zipPed-190:8'-fri.071i.—in
happier
if
we
had
His
won
three-run
10
shot
titles.
in
the
sevfive-game
first
winner
with
a
was adjusting to the winters of March, Randy Leceived
ing Expos one-half game bean of an idea as to how he is going
tire tests.
13-strikeout performance as hind New York and Phila- enth wrapped itum after Rob- .I was disappointed that I didn't
Murray, since the weather is injury from which
• Peter Revson hold the official
he has still to spend the rest of his life.
erto Clemente's single put the shoot better, but I feel I conPhiladelphia trounced San delphia in the XL East.
always warm in Montego'Bay, not fully recovered.
He had just
"After grailuation I intend to. Francisco
track record, 179.354, set last
tributed
ways."
other
in
Pirates
in
front
5-4.
• 8-3, the New York
one of the top resort spots in the crossed the line in
The Phillies staked Carlton to
first place in enroll in law school. Then when
For the Lakers, the title year.
MeLs rallied in the final three a 4-0 lead in the third inning
world.'The first time I ran was the 50 yard dash. His legs
Al Oliver also homered for
The 10 mile qualifications will
were I receive my law degree, I plan
innings to beat San Diego 8-6 in after loading the bases on Mike Pittsburgh, extending -his hit- means about $17,000 extra .in
on an indoor track. I had never 'moving so fast that
be run May 13, 14, 20 and 21.
he was to stay in America and do more 10,
playoff
money
per
man.
The
Pittsburgh outslugged Cin- Anderson's double,
seen one before, much less run unable to stop and thus Randy
ting streak to 18 games, while
study in the American political
losing Knicks get about $10,000 -BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
on one."
Greg Luzinski hit a two-run Tony Perez, Joe Morgan, Bobcrashed into the wall. The and social systems," . said cinnati 9-6 and St. Louis scored
Man or Woman
times-in
threethe
of
last
the
Consequently, Randy was less results were 10 days
homer for the Phils in the by Tolan and Cesar Geronimo each aiepending on how many Reliable person from this area to
in a Randy. Why is Randy inshares
are
voted.
service
and (effect
ninth to nip Atlanta 5-4. Hous- eighth and Bobby Bonds con- connected for Cincinnati.
from
than satisfied with his first few hospital, a fractured disc and
terested so much in politics?
Dave DeBusschere of the los- automatic dispensers. No ex
ton and the Cubs were post- nected for the Giants in the
performances indoor. Then one pain that is still present today.
St. Louis rallied for three
perience needed We establish
"I believe that man is
poned by cold weather in" Chi- ninth.
runs on five consecutive hits in ing Knicks said quietly, "We accounts fOr you, Car, references,
day in practice, all the hopes
Still the injury did not stop bascially good and the
$995 to $1995 cash capital.
cago.
Randy had ever possessed were him from competiting. He did corruptiveness
the last of the ninth after At- played well, but the Lakers and
The
Mets
had
only
three
hits
necessary 4 to 12 hours weekly
of num results
deserved
definitely
to
win.
The
only
Sutton,
hit
off
who
suddenly shattered.
lanta
off
taken
had
a 4-2 lead with
Fred Norman and trailed
could net 900d part time income.
not enter the hospital until the from a corrupt society. If we
Full time more For local in
walked four, struck out three San Diego 6-0 after seven in- two Out in the top.of _the inning They're a great team."
the outdoor track season was over, can improve the system then we
-tervieve,-write. (include telephone
While running in
and
batter,
hit
a
was
BailBob
on
Milan's
Felix
nings
single
RBI
on
two
home
Walt
runs
Frazier led the Knicks number)
by
fieldhouse around the top of the Injury or no injury, Randy can alleviate man's corrupey's clean single to right lead- John Jeter and one by Derrel and a throwing error by center scoring with 31 and Earl Mon- EAGLE INDUSTRIES Dept. BV
arene, he fell and suffered a Smith is not a man to give up. tiveness. After traveling ing off the
3938 Meadowbrook Road
seventh.
fielder Luis Melendez.
Thomas.
roe, pressed into service-- at
He was back for his junior through 39 states during my
broken leg..00ked if.thete_
St.- LCluis Park, Minn. 55426
Sutton
After
Brewer
Jim
left,
_po .more races for year. That year he recorded-ha Tolfrgars nert,TarheVetiMere---followed with two fiitless incooyi,fccd of thia
Randy. He did remain in school best line fur thr tfie yacd daa
AUTHORIZED DEALER
CHR'%?.i. pL-ET,1:,
za•c•=-=-x-=Pe
"It is part of my respon- s•c-c.c.ma.:::e
and at the close of the semester at -Murray, a- 9-.5--that • x
he returned to his natiive land. him a fourth place in the sibility to use the experience I
Randy spent many long days Dogwood Relays. He also have gained from the United
waiting for the leg to heal. The recorded his best time for the States and•use it to improve the
sand and the sun proved to be 220 in collegiate competition. society in Jamaica," concluded Di•=••=4:=•=i4=45{:i<=i4::-C
American League
good medicine. For in Sep- l'hat was a 21.3 in a third place
East Division
at the conference meet Handy.fish This season Randy hasn't
tember, Randy returned to
W. L. Pct. GB.
season,
last
tophomore
Detroit
really
started to come around
10 6 625
Murray to start.hisBaltimore
10 7 588
season.
This past Christmas Randy yet. The cool weather has been Cleveland
10 7 588
.--eeetitaaioa
ittis_haek
;Ind he
-- -5- 11
orne
"

apit
m ortship Since Moving

,with
tonship

Expos Edge Out Dodgers 1-0
Sutton Pitches Ten Innings

sail of 96k second
rk.
ed first in
ss of 28-3.
ht behind
witt
itti Trigg

S.

amp
• AP) —
Oklahoma
the new
ateur golf
the procion Eddie
ome the
leholder to
, Okla.,
birdie on
rday's 36finals and
1 victory
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ore from--
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Certainly Lasso'
controls pigweed.
Oro.
...one.-

That's what you expect from your herbicide.

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION, Inc. Phone 753-2921
Industrial Road
LET US ADD SOME REGAL COLORTo YOUR LIFE1

BIG
8 x 10
PORTRAIT
•&'

REGAL
COLOR!

97?
MAJOR ADVANCEMENT
IN COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
now iwakes tins possble'
Supertor quality' Amazing
lOS cost!
MIAZtME MOP
IS LIMITED!
At this Ion p,,ts. we con
"bnly allow one poetrad
subjoct, one
pw
PS?
fund,. 84441.5.4 mere
ben if same faintly
$1.117. 501 film charge
on ell sittings.

— 3 DAYS ONLY! —

MONDAY-WEDNESDAY, MAY 8-10
11:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.tlaily

Plus
508
Film
Charge

NATURAL PULL
COLOR PORTRAITS
Not the old ,witstion
Gottu
tinted photos
5
x 10" portraits in
bemiettlot 1.4.5 COW
RABI(S. CNILDREN
AND ADULTS!
Croup portraits et 17t e•i
subject.

ROSES

Soston
4-113 Ito
Mdwaukee
4 10 286 5
West Division
Minnesota
12 3 800
Oakland _
10 4 .714 7
Chicago'
529 -4
#
Texas
- 8 10 .444 S'
Kansas City
8 11
421 6
California
7 10 .412 6
Saturday's Results
Cleveland 12, Chicago 0
Detroit 4, Texas 1
Minnesota 3, Boston 2
Oakland 4, New York 1
Kansas City 9, Baltimore
California 2, Milwaukee 0
Sunday's Results
Minnesota 8, Boston 4
Detroit 7, Texas
Oakland 7, New York 5
Cleveland 3, Chicago 0
Baltimore 5, Kansas City 4
Milwaukee 5, California 2
Monday's Game
New York (Stottlemyre
3)
at Minnesota felyleven 4.71,
night
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee at Oakland, 2, •odi
night
Boston at California, nigh'
New
York - at •Minne'.o•a,
night
Detroit at Chicago, night
Kansas City at Cleve "4,
night
Texas at Baltimore, nigh'

National League
East Division
W. L. Pct G B
New York
12 6 667
13 7 651
Philadelphia
Montreal
11 6 64
8 10 44.!
Pittsburgh
Chicago
42'
8 11
St Louis
421 4'
8 11
West Division
Houston
12 6 66'
LOS Angeles
12 8 so,.
San Diego
9 12 429 4 1 .
Cincinnati'
1 2
421 ,
8 11
Atlanta
8 13 381 S' 2
San Francisco
7 15 318
Saturday's Results
Pittsburgh 8, Cincinnat ,
San Diego 6. New York :
San Francisco 3, Philaiii•'
Chicago 6, Houston el
St LOUi% 4, Houston
tin
Los Angeles at Montrna,
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 8, San Frar .•co
3
10
New York 8, San Diego
innings
Pittsburgh 9, Cincinnat,
Montreal 1, Los Angele,
13
.
innings
i
St Louis 5. Atlanta
Monday's Game
at
LOS Angeles (Osteen
Montreal (McAnally 0 0) t1 ,;h1
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco at Moiorral,
night
Los Angeles at New Ynrk,
night Sam Diego at Philadi•iPhia,
night
Houston at St LOuiS 11 yht •
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, iL,gIrt
Chicago at Cincinnat.
gtt

Bettenhausen
Posts Second
190-Mile Lap

Joy is discovering that the
great tradition of
Valiant value lives on
in Plymouth Duster.

A couple of years ago we introduced a sporty version of
the Plymouth Valiant. called Duster.,Duster has quickly
become one of the hottest-selling small cars in America
It figures. Duster is just big enough, just small enough to
be just right So is the price And so is our deal

^

Joy is a switchboard
operator who says
'Good Morning':and
means it.
From our switchboard
operator. to our service
manager,to our salesmen
and dealer, we're all
dedicated to putting a
, little more joy into your
car buying and driving
I Joy is discovering your
dollar buys more than
1/you thought it would Joy
is coming into the service
department and not
getting the runaround
Joy is from us to you

PAA

CIDAA

PAA

PM

Were trying to put
more Joy into your
car buying and(Wiling.
TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
303 S. 4th Street

Murray, Ky.

-
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Your Individual Horoscope

«4_2

Frances Drake
- FOR MONDAY, MAY 8, 197£
----- 'Look in the" sectionin which all the vigor you. can. By-pass
your birthday comes and find trifles that interfere with
what your outlook is, according essentials.
SAGITTARIUS
to the stars.
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
Large-scale dealings, trusts,
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
z A Still favorable Mars aspect building and agriculture can
gow gives you fresh basis for advance under astute manageqstimating potentials in con- ment. But you will have to work
SIdering long-range programs. hard and have unswerving faith
in your goals.
StreSs
.... innate enthusiasm, CAPRICORN
___your
i
- timism.
(Dec. V to Jan. 20) ld
URLS
You will face improving
de67,
May"21
21
to
( pr.
conditions in some spots,
Some past negligence may aggravating complexities
show its effect now. You can elsewhere. Koowing what to do
undo the damage if you use good and say at the approprjate
judgment. Even slight im- moment will be your key to
provements will eventually lead handling all Situations.'
to gain.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "b•-..7-:el
GEMINI
.Don't depart abruptly from a
I May 22 to June 21)
Especially favored now: well-planned routine; except
conferences, making plans for where emergency so requires.
the future, pursuits which" Road may be bumpy in part, but
Itimulate the intellect. Don't rewards will be sweeter.
plat too much faith in a new PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
romance, however.
Impulsiveness MUST be
CANCER_
)avoided now. Also, tempera(June 22 to July 231 ei2
- There's much more - to this mental-ism and going to exday than may meet the casual tremes. In routine matters, you
eye. Search out the advantages should do well, especially if }Ica
for, even though hidden, they maintain a flexible attitude.
can be-happily far-reaching.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
endowed with an engaging
-014-2,4 t Aug
'
"Line- up- aff--the—musts" and
-handle everything in order. gifted in leadership and
Confusion comes from acting business acumen. You are not
phazardly instead of by day's as creative or artistic as most
_
mauling_ factors Emphasize other ._Taureans;- but you find
lulfillinent-striving for goals Of
eccuracy.
a more material nature. And
VIRGO
you can achieve them! Your
ug. 24 tO Sept. 23)
Note Leo. Your advice similar ideas are progressive and you
Ender present aspects. In all are never happier than When
-matters, take care not to overdo producing. Thus, many benefit
or appraise without knowing all from your enterprises.and, no
matter what your calling, will
facts.
follow happily in your wake.
LIBRA
You love power and, unless you
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) --Avoid letting "feelings" are an underdeveloped Taurmotivate actions and waste no ean, will never misuse it. You
time regretting past errors. would make an excellent
Think, reason — and go for- lawyer, statesman, financier or
investment broker:- could also
ward, confidently!
succeed as a physician or head
SCORPIO
of an institution devoted to
24 to Nov. 22)
An auspicious day!. Go after human welfare, Birthdate of:
whatever is worthwhile — with Harry S. Truman. 33rd Pres...

Your Individual
Horoscope

xpertsDispel Myths About Music
i"

cr

X

r

et
'

(Oct.

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,MAY 9, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Solid gainszan be registered
now, but only if you work in a
quiet, efficient manner. Avoid
haste and impulsiveness, at all
cost.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tieW
Good planetary influences.
Especially favored: Sound
business transactions, real
estate deals, artistic interests,
family concerns.
GEMINI
9
( May 22 to June 21) na
A day in which to be up and
doing/. New opportunities
beckon and you can count on the
esteem and cooperation of
associates. Resolve to do yoiw,
utmost, making best use of your
skills and talents.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Stud-rtielids:Aie OA Unit
right. track? Intuition and instinct can assist you if properly
utiliied. Stress accuracy. Be
direct but not abrupt with
others.
LEO
tiCZ
,
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Aspects generally warn
against hasty speech, thought-.
less nets. Day has plenty of
advantages, however, for those
who are alert and ambitious.
Keep to your highest standards.

"r

e

VIRGO
IL
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 1111‘)
Tabulate matters to be
worked upon; arrange according Alf• importance. Set a
plan of attack, then FORWARD! Be cautious in unfamiliar ventures, however.

WA.

44-481134The most common myth he cites -solinany-parerits
—iite. inttruction," said Dr.
is the notion that a child needs "a of -pn
-- certain amount -of -musical talent" Pace.
Probably the most important asto play an instrument.
'Any child who wants to play an pect about group lessons, according
instrument for his own enjoyment to Dr. Pace, is that music becomes
can do so regardless of any w- an enjoyable activity—not an oralled 'talent.'
deal. This leads directly to another
"Now, we're not talking about musical myth: "a child has to pracvirtuoso-, performers." he added. tice long hours and deprive himself
-We are talking about youngsters
of sports and other activities."
who want to enjoy music and play
"That's simply not true in a
instruments for their own pleasure."
group-lesson s t ua tio ," Dr. Pace
Both Dr. Pace and Dr. Slayman
said. "When a youngster plays for
agree that another common myth is
his own enjoyment, the group lesthat youngsters—in order to learn
son itself is a social experience
an insttument — hare to take a -Where the boy DT girl is enjoying
private lesson.
himself with his classmates."
‘,..."There are so many advantages
Still another favorite myth is that
to group lessons—both for the par- "if the child doesn't begin at a cerent and especially for the child— tain age, he can't play an instruthat I find it difficult to believe that ment."

kvitoitt_
'WE ALL PLAY TO THE SOUNDS OF A DIFFERENT DRUMMER."
_Many .young people are king
"turned off" music by myths and
misconceptions about lessons and
practice.
Two tit the nation's most innoirative music educators agree that
young people should ettimilyini
a VISIcal frittitifterit-Parelltat interference on the instrument they
pick and pressure
pre
on practicing dis'courages many_ youngsters frorn_11-1:._.
tinuing with music studies.
Dr. Herman H. Slayman. Universify of Illinois professorand advisor

to the _American Music Conference,cites the myth of all children begin
nag music lessons on a particular
instrument.
.-A youngster should play the instrument that he wants to play and
that vari with each child. Your
Ilia* to - start •With• tiii-tar, clarinet, drums, piano or doable
bass,
, Let him,"
. Parents of young children seem,
on
., In_ni(fnii'd
Learning in a group environment offers the child peer support and ennotions about music, said Or. Robert Pace of Teachers College, Cor courages him to work harder to win the approval of his classmates. These
iumbia University, also an AMC youngsters get assistance from Dr. Herman SlaYman, University of Illinois
•
.
. professor and.AMC advisor, using the guitar in a language arts class.
advisor-

-Actually, a child—or, even, an
adult—is never too old to .learn to
play a musical instrument, he said
"It's maturity and attitude. that
count the most and not the child's
physical size or age," said Dr. Slay
man.

Council
Elects
Officers
New
MURRAY, Ky.,
officers of the West Kentucky
Chapter No. 779 at the Council
for Exceptional Children were
elected Saturday here.
The officers, who will serve
for one year, are Mrs. Mary
Masters, president, Paducah;
Mrs. Thelma Warford, presidentelect, Musray-, Mrs. Emma Walters, vice-president, EddyVille;
Miss Barbara----Hale, -secretary-,
Paducah, and Mrs. Patricial
Kevil, treasurer, Princeton.
The council provides information and instruction to people
who deal with or plan to work
,with exceptional children. The
chapter meets in different Inca' dons throughout the year.
Scientists believe that Jupiter's atmosphere, a mixture of
hydrogen, helium, methane and
arhaponia, helped form the solar v_stem._
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\s beautiful to see as it is to heac this r.ornpacth,
styled Magnavox fine furniture value has
15-Watts music nower output, a precisiliatT-----automatic p)ayer, four speakers and a built, in
8-Track Stereo Cartridge Player with
Automatic Program Changer and Craltrnuous
Play, plus track Selector and Indicator
Enjoy the better Magnavox sound t.ockay

Stereo FM/AM
Radio-Phonograph
complete with
8-Track Tape Player
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rumors, - seek truths, avoid
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physics a
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,LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Tact and finesse will help you
to attain -ends -you cannot

SCORPIO
r(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nl/fI
You may have to revise some
plans now. Others may assist
somewhat but, in general, you
must draft your own alter-prepared --for
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(
Some "tricky" situatWns
possible. Be alert and remain
your calm, capable self, and
problems will be resolved more
easily. A little quiet persuasion
will also help.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V ktIC
Some changes indicated that
may require the substitution of
new ideas and methods in place
of old, outmoded ones. Seek
practical outlets for your
talents.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Strive to further plans set in
motion earlier.. A tip-top performance can be yours now.
Emphasize dignity, understanding, discretion, self-confidence.
PISCM
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
'Stellar influences indicate
that this is a time to step uf
efforts. Mingle with those who
encourage your desire to
achieve. Good news in the
making.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile and are
endowed with a personality so
engaging that you can sell
yourself and your wares with an
almost unbelievable ease of
effort. You are especially gifted .
along creative lines, with
music, literature and the drama
in the front ranks of your many
affinities. You have also been
endowed with the proverbial
"green thumb" and would
make an excellent horticulturist, botanist or agriculturist. you are self-sacrificing and will lend yourself to
causes of humanitarian value.
As a teacher or physician you
would be outstanding but, no
matter what you take up as a
career, it will have a distinctive
touch - the mark of a true
artist. Birthdate of: Sir James
M. Barrie, novelist, dramatist;
lienry .1 Kaiser, industrialist.
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LADIES FASHION
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OFF PRICES °n
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Featuring

of Ladies, Juniors and Petite

SPORTSWEAR & DRESSES
Sportswear

• Hot Pants
• Tank Tops

• Slacks • Blouses

• Jeans
• Shorts, etc.

Ladies Fashion
Outlet
ci.,.
Southside Shopping Center
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Stik. entitled "Gealtitude-Ren Moon Journey spect Yourself."
—A new LP containing the
apProPriate, since the aslffe best of the jazz and blues-festi- By MARY ANN LEE
nauts were half a million miles val at last year's Memphis Cotailemphis Press—Scimitar
- MEMEP.HIS, Term. (AP) — away from home, to include, ton Carnival is being tamed on
the Jazette Label.
There was a whole lot of she- -"Two Different Worlds."
—Dan Greet has been named
And Apollo 14 did indeed take
kin' going on in the Sam Housand
moon,
the
manager of Sounds of
tape
to
general
the
ton Coliseum at Houston when,
Lewis received a letter of Memphis, which distributes
all of a sudden, deejay Bill
thanks from Roosa, along with records through MGM.
Bailey came up from the aua plaque and a small flag
dience and stopped the Jerry
which had been along on the
Lee Lewis show.
POLYGAMY RALLY
flight.
But it was All in a good
On April 5, 1870, Mormons
cause, since Bailey brought
held a mass meeting at Salt
Blues Notes:
along a special fan of Lewis'—
—"Respect Yourself," the Lake City, Utah, protesting.
Air Force Lt, Col. Stuart
Staples Singers golden single, is government interference with
Roosa, who was command
part of a new LP issued by polygamy.
module pilot of the Apollo 14
'flight.
The story really began more
FOR A VACATION TO REMEMBER
than a year ago when Lewis
-- • ,
was asked to make a tape of
some of his songs to send to the
astronauts of Apollo 14. The request had been made by Bailey, a friend of the astronauts.
Lewis was told the whole
thing had to be secret, and if
news leaked °tic_ the tape
-ouldn't go along to the moon.
And he kept the secret.
This is the Life! Gracious livLewis, rather .than merely
\ ing in clublike atmosphere.
string together a bunch of his
Private ocean beach and
recorded songs, booked a spefresh water pool. King-size
cial recording session at Fame
I--zooms,. Sumptuous suites with
Studio in Memphis at his own
/ private balconies. Close to
expense.
•
Sit Florida- fun Spots. Personal -He-sat at the piano, playing a
friendly hospitality by ownersp.
few chords and licks, and
management.
talked and joked to the three
- Efficiency Apts.—Rooms
astronauts—Roosa, Ed Mitchell
One Bedroom Apts—Air conditioned
Affiliated with Ruttger Resorts
and .Alan Shepard.

sic

Lewis Tape Goes O
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A new sport known as "jolf" me at 247-4525, or visit the
has gained popularity among recruiting station at the
U.S. Servicemen stationed in Mayfield Shopping Plaza
FACTS ABOUT THE ARMY
Incirliova, Turkey.
Did you know?
A combination of jogging and
-- That Specialist 5 Nora
golf, jolf consists of jogging
Dell,
when not hitting the ball and Campbell of Rio
vice versa. Each player is California, has become the first
allowed to carry three clubs-a woman to enlist in the Army
. National Guard. Both the
HONORED IN PHYSICS: Phillip Kim Smith, son of Mrs. %lava Honchul, Rt. 2 Murray, and a wood, iron and putter.
The strokes and time are National Guard and Army
senior at Murray State University, was one of two students honored as the outstanding members
of
added for the final score. The Reserve accept enlistments
Sigma Pi Sigma, physics honor society,at the University's annual Honors Day program April 30.
He
was selected by the physics faculty on the basis of academic excellence and active participation in record for nine holes in In- from women.
—That _au '..Arizyz.
_physics affairs- Shown with
is- Dr, James Kline, chairman of the department of phySles at _cirliciva is.63-43 .t*nke.-played
in 20 minutes. Sneakers, rather Colonel Katharine E. ManMurray State, who made the presentation.
thaajegubr golf shoes, are chester, has been elected
worgrwhen-plaYing jolf so the president of the American
turf will not be'torn up by'the Dietetic. Association. She will
serve a year as president of the
running.
a
By CARL C. CRAFT .. _ mass.__media_sharade.::_
Leave it to American ser- 22,000 member association.
said time-zone would bring a potenAssoctaVed-Press Writir —
QUESTION:
Rep. Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D- tial president or vice president vicemen when it comes to
WASHINGTON (AP — TV Mats., as he introduced his bill
Since Army- pay has 11,..en
to his constituency, without ingenuity.
viewers who'd rather switch Thursday, "but instead will
mean
increased, does that
DIAL A MESSAGE
competition from standard prachannels than watch politicians provide the public with a more
to
that
pay
you
.for
now
have
There
enrich
is
a
new
to
way
would have to turn off the set accurate- view of his quali- gramming," O'Neill told the your life at Fort Riley, Kansas. your food?...
House.
to get away from presidential fications for office."
No. Even though a newly
To get a one minute message
O'Neill, the No. 3 Democrat straight from the bible, all a enlisted soldier earns $288.00 a
campaigners if a so-called votCandidates of ,the two major
nfju5r.
-inw.Heratik
-soltjterimsteelcrirdt.---t"-partiertanttlet r,et3t1talt4totir
Campaigning for the presi- segments of network time be- bill -would Iet-the Nam S- them- The message offers a reflection Free room and board. .
dency on radio and TV through tween 7 p.m. and 11 p.m., while selves buy prime time through on a biblical truth. and are
101st AIRBORNE DIVISION
a federally-financed simulta- those of smaller parties would congressional appropriations. ' delivered by a Fort Riley
You can now enlist for the
neous hookup across the land is receive lesser periods of time.
Messages- - are 101st Airborne Division located
The only limits on -use of the chaplain.
being- pushed----by - a --House
For more
-1--g' -arrow Calfirk
---trumg the brOadea-Srperr-- — tlitie'WbuId be Ufarif go -"for -changed --eae-H day. -No Feec
Democratic leader.
information .contact Sergeant
ods devoted to the candidates, rational discussion of issues seek your commander's per"Voters' time will not enable any television and radio set rather than emotional spots," mission to see the chaplain Jerry Work, at the Shopping
a candidate to engage in a turned on anywhere in a given O'Neill said. The bill would not anymore. Just dial for the Plaza in Mayfield or call 247452$ iCollect -i for an ap-•
bar the use of additional time message.
pointment.
NURSE TRAINING
bought by private or party
The Army has reduced the
funds.
enlistment period for men and
women desiring training tc
HARKNEtis ON TOUR
become lieensed practical or
NEW YORK AP , - The vocational nurses.
Harkness Ballet winter tour inIt's now possible to receive
cludes the following cities the necessary training during a
Fredericksburg. Vj. Chapel
three-Year enlistment.-included
Hill. N C
Huntsville Ala
Sewannee. Tenn . Meridian. in the training program is six
Miss . Baton Rouge. La Talla- weeks of practical experience
hassee. Fla St Petersburg. at an Army hospital, plus the
Check With Us and Compare Prices
forty week clinical specialist
Fla West Palm Beach. Ha
Fort Lauderdale. Fla Sara- course.
SPECIAL'PRICES ON ALL MERCHANDISE
sota Ha . Fort Walton Beach.
The
clinical specialist
Fla . Columbus. Miss ,- Bir- schools;all state approved, arg
mingham. Ala., and Atlanta
Arcinke .(14-nprat Hospital,
The campany will appear at , Fort Sam Houston. Texas;
Ceittral Sheigtittg
the Opera House in the Kennedy Dewitt Army Hospital, Fort
Center in Washington froni May Belvoir Virginia; Fitzsimons
Phone 753-5865
24-28
General Hospital,- Denver,
Colorado; Letterman General
Hospital, San Francisco,
California; Madigan General
Hospital, Tacoma, Washington:
ArmyHospiral, Fort
_
-Goecten,--Georgial Valley,ofge:tTeneralThivI, Phoenixville,
Beaumont
Pa.;
General
Hospital, El Paso, Texas; aod
Womack Army Hospital, Fort
It's another way to join the
Army,and learn a vocation that
will be useful to you whether
you make the Army your career
or decide to leave service after
your initial enlistment.
CHARMING
For further information, call
D.

ityttinmesute dud FlUtiCld

of
chatting there .were various
recorded songs, which he tried
to select according to the musical tastes of the astronauts.
For instance he learned that
Roos is a Jimmy Rogers- fan,
so he announced: "This one is
for .you, Stu," and played
"Waiting for a Train."
He thought it was especially

- --Tcreeoler
- 8roeliere Wrae--' ----„
W. D. Ruttger
/ AUTTGEIS BY -THE SEA
4660 El Mar Drive
Lauderdale By The Sea, Fla. 33308
TeL 395±.5.644351

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLoRiDA

We At

TV SERVICE CENTER

ti I

SUPER SAVINGS FOR SUMMER!L_

can sell you Electrophonic Stereos as
cheap or cheaper than any discount
or variety store.

TV

SERVICE

•

AM.

ETHAN ALLEN

OPEN
FRIDAY
NIGHT...

ACCENT PIECES...

fQwit cb&k
Practical, charming and inviting, they add a lift
to any decor. Whatever your decorating naed, we
baye the perfect accessory for you. Come. See them
all now and discover our many wonderful, completely decorated room groupings. Talk to our professionally trained home-planners. They will solve
all of your decorating problems. They will help you
to interpret your needs and the results will express
your individual tastes.
A. Cloverleaf Magazine Rack, black decorated or
Nutmeg maple...
B. Boston Rocker in choice of Nutmeg, Black or
White decorated.
C. 30" Console Cabinet, Black decorated with Nutmeg top...
D. Framed Oval Mirror, 24"w. x 36"h. Black & Gold
decorated.

bI

E. Farmhouse Chair, Nutmeg maple.
F. 42" Deacons Bench, black decorated & Maple.
G. Buttonback Hitchcock Chair, Nutmeg maple.
A.

EthanlIAllen
AMERICAN TRADITIONAL INTERIORS

CREDIT
TERMS
ARRANGED...

UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS

Carriage House
II 4 North Third St.

Paducah, Ky

Pb. 443
:
6257

More Men Than
Women Deceived
In Repair Shop
PHOENIX, Ariz. ( AP
Say, mister, think you're
pretty fair weekend mechani,
Jack McCormick, head ,,f
Arizona's consumer fraud di%
sion, says—you'd better think
again.
"I believe it's partly dui'
male chauvinism," McCorn
says. "Men take _pride in thine
ing they know sowthing at
mechanics. However, ui ,•
found that men with s'
knowledge in this field are ,
ceived far more often at ,
repair shops than women:
"We've found that worneL
much more likely to cii
second shop for advii.c.
says.
McCormick, an assistant I.
zona Attorney general. sk S
mechanics have a more ilificult time talking women net)
wk h
authorizing
repairs
aren't needed in the firsr pin,
"If you're going to engio,i in
bogus sales activity wall a
woman who knows nothyig
about mechanics, you have
three
hurdles to clear ."
McCormick says.
"Fit st, you have to inipris
on her something is wrori4.
then you have to indicate to 1er
the gravity of the situatiors arid
then you have to talk her into
The repairs," McCormick sa
McCormick Says his office
has investigated about 60 cases
in Arizo'ne involving auto
fraud- and men were the victims in nearly every instance

The ''Right-On" _Looks

•

for summer start at
Big K. Come in and
check out the seasons'
hottest going fashions-the SIZZLERS!

Sexy Little
SIZZLERS

compefe at 8.99
Look hugathe in these 100% acetate jersey
sizziers,cute, short dresses with bikini pants.
Perfect for any occasion-sporting or watching.
A variety of prints and neck styles.Sleeveless
in your favorite colors. Junior sizes 5 to 13.
TEENS & WOMENS

Leather & Cork
THONG SANDAL
Leather uppers. Brass
trim. Season's latest
look--cork insole. Low
blocky heels. Sizes to
10 in brown.

Your Choice
Short sleeve sizzlers
of arnel jersey print.

U or V neck, some
with zipper cloaihg.

222

Fashion colors with
matching bikini pants
for Juniars in sizes
3-13. Also available
in double knits.

Ring-Trim '
SANDAL

Compare at 10.99

Smooth easy-care manmade uppers.
Thin vamp straps ..yith 3 brass ring
trim. Open toe and adjustable slingback with chunky midi heel Sizes
to 10 in white.

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sun

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
ACRES OF FREE PARKING

7534777

BANK:W(81CM

THE LEDGER & TIMES3186-Dooley,Tommy H.
3206-Dorris, Luther J.
3211-Doster,John L.
3215-Doster, William H. & Bertie J.
3253-Dowdy,Ralph
37$8-Downs,Ed
3289-Drake,Kenneth
3311-Duke. Marvin J.
3312-Duke, Marini J. Jr.
3365-Duncan,Huie
3385-Duncan, Wayne
3391-Dungy,Elmo
3451-Durrer,Oliver M.
3452-Durrer,Oliver M.
3461-Eaker, Glen Thomas
3522-Edwards,James W.&N.E.
3576-Eli, Raymond A.
3590-Elkins, Darrell
3616-Elkins, Lonnie .
3657-Ellis, Kenneth Loren
3677-Emerine, Ralph D.
3689-Engle, Ralph
8800-Evans, Mary R.
3819-Everhart, Virgil M.
3889-Farms & Homes,Inc.-T.G. Alexander
3932-Fau1kner,Thomas E.
3933-Faulks, Jarnes 0.
4I09-Fortner, Arnold
4118-Foster, Jerry F.
4124-Fowler,James
4184-Funk,Thomas D.
4227-Futrell, Edgar
4258-Futrell, James W.
4287-Gaddie,Gordon
4299-Gallagher, Mrs.Irene B.
4493-Gibson, John H.
4498-Gidcomb,Clarence L.
4514-Gilmore,Michael A.
4550-Goddard,A.R.& G.S. Johnson
4552-Godwin,Joe E.
4556-Goheen,Emily
4559-Goins,James R.
067-Gonza1ez, Roberto or Marie
4584-Goodwill,Jack B.& Michael L. Beech

SHERIFF'S SALE
I will on Monday, May 15, 1972 at 10:00 A.M. at the Court House
_ door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, expose to public sale
to the highest bidder the following delinquent tax claims upon
which a real estate assessment appears(the amount includes the
tax, penalty,Sheriff's service fee and advertising cost). The claims
sold become a lien upon the property described upon the face of the
tax bill and are subject to 12 per cent interest per annum.

Clyde Steele
Sheriff of Calloway County, Kentucky
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Amount

Bill No. Names

888.68
8.02
6.42
20.13

84-Allen,Guthrie H. Jr.
279-Beaugard,Georgia
825-Coats, Terra
905-Compton,Mary E.
1142-Dillard, Golden
1489A-Farris, Treinan P. —
1724-Gilbert, Vernon & Martha
.1909-lia1ton,Joe T.-Darell W.Cope
1929-Harding, Bert
2088-Hicks,Carlos
2453-Johnson Bros. Cons. Co. Inc.
2515-Jones,Clifton E.
2559-Jones,Jerry M.
2560-Jones,Jerry M.
2665-KenleY,Lou Ellen
2684-Key,Barnett
'2713-1{1ng,Owen 1Vstree
424
--.
1
3473-McReynolds,Charles R.
3783-Payne,Howard Jr. - _4201-Ross,Thomas
--4259-Rutledge,-Havana
4260-Rutledge, Havana
4262-Rutledge,Pete Jr.
4403-Shaw,Vernon
4634-Skinner,John W.
4537-Skinner, Oscar
5721-Walls,James
5224-Walls, Wilburn
5556-Wofford, Louise

69.41
189.53
12.07
. 24.15
10.46
20.13
100.80
20.13
28.20
28.20
44:33
10.46
28.20

13
139.
16.08
-

10.46
- 4,81
5.61
27.86
36.27
24.15
1216
64.90
60.47
7.23

COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
,

30-Adams,David M.& Jerry Coats
'
/
1
4-442-Adsit,Glenn
159-Allbritten, Charles D.
\183-Allen,Carolyn A.
187-Allen,David D.
206-Allen, William H.
274-Anderson,Thomas F.
2'75-Anderson, Thomas?.
Li286-A.ti4rews, .W.
294-Anthony, Rayburn 295-Applegate, Carl
308-Armstrong,Charles
309-Armstrong,Charles
472-Baker,James E.
488-Baldwin,William H.
528-Barclay,Jack R.
828-Barclay ofttelt-R-,
57.7‘ATRITiat.Shirley
590-Barnett, William Ray
620-Barth, Oscar C. '
639-Bates,George T.
648-Baylor, Billy
740-Beard,Edward G.
779-Bell, Carl
787-Bell, Harold Young
795-Bell &Overby
804-Bennett,Carl W.
831-Berry,Joseph N.
841-Etevins, Bud J.
896-Bishop,C. A.(Deed.) J. W. Frost
900-Bissinger, Charles T.
979-Bloodgood, Donald D.
1043-Bondurant, M.C.
1044-Bondurant, Marcella
_ 1045-Bondurant, William
110I-Bowling, Neil Wesley
1271-Brittain, J.B. & William Brittam
1324-Brown,Dale
1353-Brown, Robert A.
1365-Brown, Willie D.
1372-Bruce, Mrs. Logan
1385-Bryant, Charles
1556-Burns, J.W.
1732-Campbell, Burton L.
1745-Campbell,Omer
1764-Carlson, Russell H.
1774-Carpenter,.0.0.
1825-Carroll, James E.
1868-C,ashon, Fred
1883-Catet, Walter M.
1898-Causey. Owen T.
1899-C,ausey, Raymond
1921-Chadwick, Jesse R.
1950-Champion, Norman J.
1996-Charlton, T.M.
2003-Chenoweth, Robert P
2007-Cherry, Gerald D.
2186-Cobham, Jan & Brenda
2257-Coleman, John
2266-Coleman,Ted
2354-Colson, Jean
/356-Colson, W. Lonnie
2382-Conlee, Willie M
2405-Conway,„lames
2563-Courtney, Granville
2624-Crass, Larry Joe
2687-Crisler, Herman A.
2790-Curnbee, Hurley B.
2832-Cunningham, Robert F'
2871-Curtis, Charles S.
2875-Cutler, Steve K.
2984-Davis, Charles Wayne
2987-Davis, Donald L.
2996-Davis, Joseph L.
3007-Davis, Wayne
' 3012-Deal. Loran
_ 3042-Denham,Graham Est., W.J. Denham

5.76
5.18
36.29
4.87
5.76
15.15
32.49
6.05
12.41
13.06
5.76

6ti;
4633-Graves, Richard E.
4634-Graves, Richard E.
4635-Graviett, B.E. Dorothy
-46374rity-,-Billy Joe 4662-Green, David R.
4663-Green,David R.
4705-Gregg, William L.
4709.Gregory. Robert
4710-Gregory, Robert
4724-Griffith, Frank M.
4725-Griffith,Frank M.
4727-Grigsby, Mrs. Beatrice
4731-Grisson,James A.
4789-Gross, James W.
4803-Guess, Michael
4850-Hale,Charles
4976-Haney,Charles or Lillian M.
4984-Hannis, James
5071-Harrington, Mackey L.
5086-Harris,Renard Jr.
5092-Harrison,Henry S.
5114-Hart,Herman W.
5180-Haynes,George C.
5184-Haywood,Doris L.
513641azelwesel-,-Jeunos5194-Healy,Jack
5196-Healy,William Frisel
5199-Heath, Allen F.
5255-Hendricks, James E.
5266-Hennigen, William A.
5300-Herman,Joseph
5387-Hightower, Ernie

12.80
8.10
7.52
71.31
9.87
83.56- 5128-11M.RaYolorkl
5.46 .543641il1ard,_David M.
6.35 -5443-Hina, Michael- A.
4.87 5516-Holcomb, William M.
25.43 5558-Holmes,Leon C.
5656-Hopper, Clarence J.
5.46 5658-Hopper,Floyd
13.69 5761-Howell, Darrell
5.76 5784-Hudspeth,Earl
7.52 5824-Hulette,James S.
5.18 5845-Hunt, David C.
5.76 5891-Hutchins, James
7.52 5915-lbethal, Donald J.
5.18 5971-Ivy, Walter
7.35
28.76 5972-Ivie, Walter
6.93 5973-J.B.J. Corp.
9.87 603,4-Jaeger, Merton R.
4.87 6087-Jennings, Austin
4.87 6089-Jennings, James F.
6.11 6098-Jwell, James W.
4.58 6190-Joines, Donald A.
4.58
5.18
56.55
18.99
5.76
ri 5.76
5.76
5.76
5.18
5.18
6.35
6.35
8.10
59.82
24.13
14.25
5.46
11.34
31.78
5.18
6.93
6.93
9.28
5.76
17.50
7.52
5.76
6.35
4.58
8.69
5.46
7.52
4.58
4.87
30.42
'5.18
5.185.18
11.02
43.75

6399-Jones, William J.-Preshner
6406-Jordan, J. Christine
6424-Judkins, Bobby
6240-Kasjanski, Robert M.
6250-Keel, James
6258-Keiley, Edward Hays Jr.
6262-Keller, Ronald V.
6330-Kennemore, Marvin
6381-Kimbrell, Melvin
6406-King, Arvelee
6417-King, James R.
6426-King, Walter H.
6544-Lafferty, Dan J.
6621-Lane,Gaylon
6698-Latimer, Ralph
6700-Latimer, Ray
6705-La whom,James e
6766-Lee, Jesse
6783-Lee, Robert
6809-Lester, Louis T. & Mark J. Sester
6833-Lewis, Melba
6856-Lindsey, Larry K.
6888-11ively, James0.
6907-Long, David A.
6913-Lounsbury, Charles B.
6918-Louvin,Charlie E.
6921-Love, Philip I,
6932-Lovett, David I.
6988-Lowery, Panuel N.
7091-Maness, Billy Joe
7092-Maness. Oscar
7094-Maness, Roy Thomas
7097-Maion, Harry
7101-Mann, Anthony M.
7137-Ma

, R. Paul

7193-Martin, Harold B & Julia
7305-Mays, J E
7306-Meade,Troy
7313-Medlin, Floyd
7329-Meredith. Arthorl..

6.35
417
8.10
7.22
4.67
5.76
8-35
5.18
8-78
44.20
77.39
6.93
27.49
5.76
92.91
6.35
6.35
18.79
31196
27.49
5.76
5.18
7.52
5.46
40.82
5.18
8.70
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7333-Merrell, Hyburnia
7357-Mikusp1tiek,Stanley
7358-Milburn, W.B.
7421-Miller, Herman W.
748844iller,ThomasF.
7507-Milligan,James
7514-Mills, Lela B,
7539-Mitchell, Ebter R.
7547-Mitchell,James E.
7560-Mitchuson,Obie Gene
7612-Moodey, David E.
7626-Mooney,Jessie & Lula Michaux
7643-Moore, Eston Z.
7728-Morris, Darrell
7729-Morris, Mrs.Ethel-Bertha Rhodes
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133.19
8.70
33.36
5.76
7.52
4.87
5.18
4.87
5.76
40.63
5.18
6.93
5.18
33.36
18.10

7903-Myers, Jerry J.& John L. Brown Jr.
7967-McClard,J.T.
7998-McConnell, Gerald 0.
8016-McCuiston, Billy
8110-McFarland,Helen H.
8114-McGee,Lynn T.
8118-McGehee,Howard Thomas
8146-McKie,Donna Jean
8147-McKie,Donna Jean
8203-McNutt,Phillip G.
8214-Nance,Avalon
8220A-Nance,J.D.
8299-Nestrud, Maurice J.
8376-Nixon ,Herman M.
8391-Nb/tin, Chester
8416-Northcott, Richard L.
8432-Oakley ,Harold K.
8442-O'Brien,Stephen W.or Darlene P.
8488-Orgon, Wayne
8509-Orr, Mrs. Hinda
8538-Osborn.Bobby
8625-Outland, Neville C.
8626-Outland,Neville C.
8627-Outland, Neville

6.35
8.70
7.15
25.91
4.89
4.87
17.82
4.87
4.58
5.76
24.02
39.22
9.87
4.58

8716-Pachual Mel and Moclene
8827-Parker, William K.
8830-Parks, Anna Lou
885i-pariontltft.
835-1 9209-Pique, Roger0.
11.63 9258-Pool,Frank H.
8.70 9296-Powell,Billy Ray
7.22 9331-Presson, Vernon Paul
4390-Privitt, Earl6.35 9391-Proctor, Billie G.
5.76
9472-Rahiga, John L.
5.76 9476-Rainey, Arvil G.
15.74 9524-Raspberry, Leroy?.
92.09
8.10 9544-Ray,David
22.79 9589-Redmon, R.B.
5.18 9611-Reibitz, Ola Mae
7.52 9639-Rhodes, Halford B.
5.18 9653-Richards,R.L.
5.04 9657-Richardson, Rodney D.
Rodeny D.
635 9658-Richardson,
9659-Richardson, Rodney D.
810 4830-Robertson,Elbert
4.87 9848-Robertson, Michael Steve
5.18 9913-Rogers,Lee- - -4.87 9915-Rogers,Orrin R.
4.87 9945-Rose, Houston
4.58 9961-Ross, Cornelia Fay
6.38- 9991-Ross, Wilburn
917 )0058-Rushing,John R.
87 10064 RuserSyll'
^
'
27•44! 10068 Russell, VorisWesley
8.99
5.76 10128-Sample, William H.
10194-Schippert, Bill
4.87 10336-Shamblin, Jerry B.
6.35
10474-Shriver ,David R.
4.87
10489-Sieting, Robert L.
5.18 10505-Sinurions, Kenneth
-27-A9 --11:1501.Simmonageonerh Joe_&Roger W.Usher
5,71 10515-Simonkyarvin B.
4:87-o-10567-Smith, AlbertJ.
5.76 10600-Smith, Edwiriria
23.14 10621-Smith,Herman J.
17.90 I0632-Smith, Joe B.
4.56 10634-Smith, Joe C.
6.93 10663-Smith, Norman Dale
4.87 10665-Smith,011ie Rema
6.35 10670-Smith, Patsy Ann
5.78 10671-Smith,Patsy A.
88-02 I0674-Smith,Sgt. Pail
8.70 10769-Sottile, Michael E.
5.18 10840-Spradling,
Wallace H.
23.73 10844-Stacey, J.C.
8.70 10927-Startler, William R.
6.93 10984-Stewart,James Hugh
5.76 10995-Stewart, Reginald
8.70 11172-Sullivan, Mrs. Gwen
5.76 II175-Sumner,Charles
27.49 11196-Sweetwater,Lake Inc.
7.52 11205-Swindall, William H.
5.76 11236-Tancrede,Sgt. Donald T.
Thonun
B. ie
oe
261..6932
11358-Thomas,
5.76 11363-Thomason, Mark
48.63 11380-Thompson, George W.
8-30 11381-Thompson,George W.
52 11508-Tibbs, Louie E.
4
7:87

8.70
31.20
4.58
6:93

10.19
6.35
7,08
5.18
33.36
8.70
4.87
4.87
5.18
21.62
670
5.58
5.76
6.93
6.35
5.04
4.87

11628-Trevathan, Kenneth E.
11638-Trosper, John R.
11742-Turher, Ray
Lenard & James R. Tillman
11809-Usrey,
6-64
4.73 11834-Vance, Herbert & Charles Jett
27-48 11903-Wade,Joseph S.
22.38
11940-Walker, Charles R.
_6.35
11941-Walker, Earl R.
5.18
7.52 11961-Walker, James R.
576 12052-Ware,G.E.
-Wheeler, Onyaul J.
62.72 12272
• 12273-Wheeler, Onyaul J.
12328-White, Robert L
5-18 12366-Wigdon, E.Z.
M.4
12.428- 12399-Wilkerson, Monroe
5.16 12431-Williams,Charles
5.46 12489-Williams, James T.
6.35
9.28 12522-Williams, Ray E.
. 84.48 12688-Winarski, John W.
12.80 12689-Winarski, Tammy Yvonne
12731-Winkle, Glenn T.
31.29 12746-Wise, Louis P.
4.58 17757-Witherspoon, C.H.
6.35 12768-Wolf, Carl E. Jr.
6,93 12785-Woodard,!Ake
12868-Wyatt, Glen E.
6.05 12903-Yates, James M.
5.76 12912-Yeltema,-James
6.93
1396l-Young, Roger E. .. .
5.76 12995-Ziegler,Norman E.
9.76
9.87
9.47

7.22
6.49
21.62
4.87
6.35
15.74
59.78
33.36
8.10
12.80

Outdoor Lore

25
win

By FR)
'Cagle

By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
the past Along with Solomon's that purpose. For
of bluepair
years,
a
several
"voice of the turtle," the song
of that winged lute,. the blue- birds has raised a family in a
hollow tree
bird, is again heard in our land. section of a small
post in my
to
a
nailed
'trunk
which
warble
soft
purling
Its
garden.
vegetable
has been vocalized as "tru-al-ly,
Erecting a box is the best
tru-al-ly," blends in "silver
I know fur attracting
means
strain, the sound of laughing
waters, and the patter of these gentle cutworm catchers.
But in doing so, it will be well
spring's sweet rain."
Probably no other bird in to keep in mind that they
the avian kingdom is better prefer a box with a cavity
loved or of.greater value to the about 10 inches deep and six
gardener. Three-fourths of its inches wide. The opening .
food is injurious insects, and it should be no more than two
makes a speciality of the cut- inches in diameter and should
worms that are so damaging to have no threshold. If there-is a
early young plants like cabbage perch or porch outside the
door, English sparrows are likeand tom'atoes.
ly to dispute possession and
-drive -ttie- bluebirds away_ hit
some reason an English
sparrow likes a porch outside
its door upon which to sit and
will not usually bother a bird box without such fixture. .
Something else to remember

4.-5411--.0kg4.44
sires nO7-more iffiri"-eighl or-len
66.24
feet from the ground. -- To
5,76
17.97
protect these nests from cau.
39.19
and blacksnakes, a wide piece
6,18,
stove.
While feeding, the bluebird -1-6f- Tin sUch WS alolnt of
6.35
around
nailed
pipe
should
be
usually sits on .a low branch,
6.35
telephone wire, or the cave of the post. 68.60
A dozen or so years ago •
6.35 an Qutbuilding.with a sharpeye 'during an extended spell of
on the ground below, now and
4.58
then dropping suddenly on an bitter cold weather, hundreds
86.21
of bluebirds perished. So many
8.70 unsuspecting insect and then died, in fact, that in some
returning to its perch'. Unlike
87.91
, -Its cousin, the robin, it does sections of the state, they all
31.78
not remain on the ground but became extinct. Their
21.62
comeback in these localities
hunting
food.
28.13
was slow but now, thanks to
A
haunter
of
open
fields
34.74
the efforts of bird lovers- who
and
old
orchards,
bluebirds
7.52
provided protection and nest72.38 travel about in groups of three ing sites, these wonderful little
_ 98.36,or tour during the winter; then,
songsters that, according to
4.87 in April, they pair off for
David Thoreau, "carries
4.58 nesting. Their nests are usually Henry
are
5.91 in holes in trees or posts, but ,he sky on (their) backs,the
increase
in
on
the
again
5.76 they will readily set up house4.87 keeping in boxes put up for fields and gardens of
Kentuck .
S IN
5.75
5.18
8.70
4.87
6.93
18.10
59.17
104,53 ,
By JOHN-TINKERMAN
5.18
to have fewer than the 1,034
Copley NewsService
auto fatalities-of. 1974,-Ther
.36.35
isQueen St., Elizabeth St., King
5.18
MELBOURNE
- St., and William St., and they
7.52
18.35 Australians like to say, "Mel-- remind everyone of colonial
days and of once strong ties to
4.87 bourne wasn't born in a hurry
and you'll like the planning that
Britain. On one day of this visit
5.18
went into it."
there was another reminder 5.76
Most travelers will like Melof modern days and a different
9.67 bourne.
It is a city of 2.5 million
kind of ties. A local bistro's
10.73 but, in contrast to
its bigger, strippers were expressing their
6.35 noisier neighbor rival
Sydney, displeasure with lack of recog5.76 it seems a city of character.
nition of their work as "art" by
stripping to the waist and
9.87 Many Americans compare it to
6.35 San Francisco - not in geo- chaining themselves to a statue
at one of the city's' busiest cor5.18 graphic characteristics but in
ners.
4.58 the sophisticated and exciting
Melbourne, like most cities,
4.58 manner that once was San
Francisco.
has frequent "petrol wars,"
5.76
Where else, except in New
and the war on this day meant
6.35 Orleans, will,one find a place
high test gasoline was selling
6.93 like the Old Melbourne Inn - a
for 43.7 cents an imperial gal6.93 duplicate of the courtyard and
lon. Thexe is counter luncheon
12.23 wrought iron balcony concept
competition, too, and a dozen
4.87 that is New Orleans? Where
oysters plus a sandwich and
beer were under a dollar in the
9.47 ilse will a man like E.C. Wathectic cellar confines of some50.98 son, wine expert deluxe, chase
thing called the Wool Back Inn.
6.93 a visitor (jaywalking)across a
busy street to persuade him to
At the outskirts of the city there
come back for "one more taste
are the smells that associate
9.28,6.64
of a 'special'. wine - on the
with the cattle and sheepindustries - the slaughterhouses.
102.36 house.'
Melbourne is a delight in
Melbourne is building a new
6.93 many ways and perhaps its
bridge across the Yarra River,
12.80 1850-51 role, like San Francisbut the center section fell into
4.58 co's, in the Australian gold rush
the river in October, 1971.
5.76 has something to do with the
Highway construction is going
5.18 tradition and excitement amid
better, and there are scenic
what many call "quiet" surroads
south along the river and
5.76 roundings.
The streets are
Port Philip Bay to the ocean.
9.87 broad and the trees
are many.
The beaches attract hundreds
of thousands and the ti-tree
6.35 There are new skyscrapers and
4.87 there are old, old buildings of. bushes help protect beach
the 19th Century. Somehow
areas from erosion that might
5.76 there is a blend of the old and
result from severe sea storms.
6..35 the new without the new spoilThere is lots of fishing along the
6.93 ing the traditional.
beaches, too, and signs warn6.93
Trams, streetcars or trolley
ing, "Cleaning of fish in bay
20.44 cars - whatever you choose to
parks prohibited."
5.18 call them -- still ply Collins St.
There are "butcher shops,"
21.62 and other busy downtown shop- stores selling only meat- just
ping areas, and it is fun to hop as there were in the United.
115.58 aboard for a three-block ride, States 50 years ago. There are
9.76 Just as San Franciscans still
many Japanese on the streets,
4.87 hop aboard their cable cars.
both tourists and businessmen
6.64
There are many parks and
who make Australians uncom5.18 there is an 1888 wooden build- fortably aware that Japan is
5.76 ing called Exhibition Hall. It this nation's biggest customer
5.76 has architectural character of for raw materials.
56.09 its own and it still is in use for
Melbourne has the traditional tourist attractions, too.
9.28 important events.
There are signs around the
The Shrine of Remembrance is
9.56 city saying, "Declare War
impressive as it honors Anzac
on
4.87 1034," and these sips mean
Day (April 25), in memory of
the Australian-New Zealand
6.35 that the people of Victoria, the
state of whieh.Melbourne is the
Army Corps that fought at
8.70
capital,-are determined in 1972
Gallipoli, Turkey, in 1915.
•
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25 students
win NASA
honors

- -Due io the Tremendous itessponse to our
\
Electrophonic Truckload Sale we are
continuing our sale for one more week.
Don't miss this opportunity to purchase
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
that Stereo Equipment you have always
OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT. - 1-6 SUNDAY
wanted!

By FRANK MACOMBER
'Copley News Service
'
Agriculture
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Twenty-five American high
school science students who
have shown a surprising insight
into the goals of the nation's
space program will be at Cape
Kennedy, Fla. next year to
watch the first'
Skylab manned
space station launched into
earth orbit.
These youngsters earned the
right to witness the launch and
to bring their teacher-sponsors
with them by winning the top 25
spots in the federal space agency's Skylab Student Project.
Several of the experiments
submitted by the 25 winning
students will be 'hoard the
three Skylab missions. They
will be selected by June 1. The
first Skylab flight, with three
astronauts aboard, will last 28
days. The second and third
missions are scheduled for 56
days each, to test equipment
and techniques for gathering
inforniation frdril space on
earth's ecoloki, oceanography,
water management, agriculture, forestry, geology and
geography, -and determine
man's ability to work in space
for prolonged
:,
periodsTh
adAer _
s Will receive NASA
ons and plaques will be
pre
to their schools. Here
are the 25 finalists and their
teacher-sponsors:
Daniel C. Bochsler, Route 2,
Box 75, Silverton, Ore., Silver-ton Union High School; John P.
Daily, teacher-snsor.
Kent M. Brtinat, 11380 Grand
Oak Dr., Grand Blanc, Mich.,
Grand Blanc Senior High
School;" Charles E. Martell III.
Vincent W. Converse, 1704
Roosevelt Rd., Rockford, Ill.,
Harlem High School; Miss
Mary J. Trumbauer.
Troy A. Crites, 736 Wynwood
Dr., Kent, Wash., Kent Junior
High; Richard C. Putnam. •
W. Brian Dunlap, 6695 Abbot
Ave., Youngstown, Ohio, Austintown Fitch High School;
Paul J. Pallante.
John C. Hamilton, 12 Honu
St., Aiea, Hawaii, Aiea High
School; James A. Fuchigarni.
Ave., Bayport,
St. Anthony's High School, Dr. Paul
Mottl.
Alison Hopfield, 183 Hartley
Ave., Princeton, N.J., Princeton Day School; Norman Sperling, director, Duncan Planetarium.
-Jackson.- 1
- 86-16Capetown Dr., Houston, Tex.,
- —Clear-Creek High.School;-Mrs:
Mary K. Kinney.
Roger G. Johnston, 1833
Draper Dr., St. Paul, Minn.,
Alexander Ramsey High
School; Theodore E. Molitor.
Jeanne L. Leventhal, 1511
Arch St., Berkeley, Calif.,
Berkeley High School; Harry
E. Choulett.
Keith D. McGee, 122 Sunflower St., Garland, Tex., South
Garland High School; Mrs. Ann
B. Patterson.
Todd A. Meister, 3304 93rd
St., ,Jackson Heights, N.Y.,
Bronx High School of Science;
Vincent G. Galasso.
Gregory A. Merkel, 153 Ashland Ave., Springfield, Mass.,
Wilbraham and Monson Academy; Solon S. Economou.
Judith S. Miles, 3 Dewey Rd.,
Lexington, Mass., Lexington
High School; J. Michael Conley.
Cheryl A. Peitz, 7117 S. Windermere, 1..ittleton, Colo.,
Arapahoe High School; Gordon
B. Scheels.
Terry C. Quist, 3818 Longridge Dr., San Antonio, Tex.,
Thomas Jefferson High School;
Michael Stewart.
Joe W. Reihs, 12824 Wallis
St., Baton Rouge, La., Tara
Iligh School; Mrs. Helen W.
B0Yd•
Donald W. Schlack, 9217
Appleby St., Downey, Calif.,
Downey High School; Miss
Jean C. Beaton.
Neal W. Shannon, 2849 Fost
Ridge Rd., Atlanta, Ga., Fernbank Science Center; Dr. Paul
H. Knappenberger.
Kirk M. Sherhart, 2144 Earlmont Rd., Berkley, Mich.,
Berkley High School; Mrs.
Helen L. Politzer.
Robert S. Staehle, Huntington Hills-Nor, Rochester, N.Y.,
Harley School; Alan H. Soanes.
Keith L. Stein, 2167 Regent
Court South, Westbury, N.Y.,
W. Tresper Clarke High
School; Dennis E. Unger.
Joel G, Wordekemper, 810
East Sherman St., West Point,
-Neb., Central Cttholic High
School; Mrs. Lois M. Schaaf.
'Joe B.Zmolek,1914 Hazel St.,
Oshkosh, Wis., Lourdes High
School; William I,. Behring.
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Sound Excitement in Stereo High
Solid State Stereo Hi-Fl Compact Total Music
System featuring GARRARD Record Changer,
AM/FM and FM Multiplex Radio with FET
Circuitry. Built-In 8-Track Tape Player. 8 Speaker
ArvurreAlftiStISPENSICIWOcbhe"--Audio System in Two Enclosures.
Dust Coy& Included.

$22
G439
1
STEREO 8 TRACK
Reg. '299.95

* USE ROSES LAY-AWAY .. •
IT'S FAST, CONVENIENT!

TAPE PLAYER

$38/

*

TG 2775E
T7116 -

FT!'

vim1111.

STEREO PHONO - TAPEPLAYER-AM/FM MULTIPLEX RADIO

4200-- -

1 lin

RECORDS
Latest Hits! Artists include Neil
Diamond, Blood Sweat & Tears,
Sly and the Family Stones, 3
Dog Night ad Many Others!

Regular 55.57

ENGINEERING HIGHLIGHTS:
•200 Watts Instantaneous Peak Power
•FM Stereo Ingicator Light and Tuning Meter
•Rocket Styilthes for Power, FM-AFC, Rumble
and Scratch Filters and Loudness '
•Slide Controls for Balance, Bass, Treble and Volume
•Blackout Slide Rule Tuning Dial
.• Stereo Headphone and Mrc/Gurtar Jacks
•Full Accessory Back Panel for Hook-Up of
• Extra Equipment

88

LP. STEREO

•Garrard Record Changer.,:
-0- wo -Speakers
•Dust Cover$

FT"

•

88
$96
Reg. '99.95

Reg.
289.95

79-92

,

8 TRACK

TAPE CASE
Solid State Stereo Hi-Fl Dual Music System
featuring AM/FM and FM Multiplex Radio.
Built-In 8-Track Tape Player. 8 Speaker
AIR-SUSPENSION "Duocone" Audio
System in Two Enclosures with Horn
Diffusers and Pedestals.

Black with
Red Velour
Interior

HOLDS
24 TAPES

Reg.
'1 1"

88

ENGINEERING HIGHLIGHTS'
•100 Watts Instd.;taneous Peak Power
• FM Stereo Ind,,,dror Light
•Push Button Mph- Selector
•Slide Controls ,or Bass, Treble,
Balance and Vol,,,,i7e
• Blackout Slide Rule Tuning Dial
•Stereo Headphciu,Jack
•Full Accessory Bdck Panel for
Hook-up of Extid Equipment

Reg. "229"

2441

Similar to
Illustration

STEREO TAPE PLAYER
AM/FM MULTIPLEX
RADIO STEREO PHONO
•Two Speakers •Dust Cover •3 Tapes

$12484

88
299.95
Reg. $ 1 58
;I ...1.1%...•••.4••••••

These are
only a few of
the hundreds
of Stereo Units
and Accessories
included in this
Sale! Hurry out,
see these and
man more!

Solid State Stereo 8-Track Tape Cartridge
Player Music System vlith Two Matching
Speaker Enclosures.

ENGINEERING HIGHLIGHTS.
•40 Watts Instantaneous Peak Power
•Built-In Preamplifier and Amplifier
•Controls for Volume, Tone and Balance
•Front Panel Stereo Headphone Jack
•Changes Programs Automatically and by
Push Button
•Illuminated Program Indicators

$5474
Reg. '89.95
TV 2100

AIM

THE LEDGER &

Lt.\

ire -1 a
age

1
4
8
12

C..shior
Free ticket
Small amount
Anglo Sam:
,
money
13 -Part et sto.e
14 Sandwac tree
15 Obscure
16 Pierce
18 _Writing tabteg
20 Nolm oak
21 Proceed
22 Everyone
23 Roman road
27 Female ruff
29 Native metal
30 Tributary of
Missouri River
31 Measure of
weight (ebb,)
32 Nahoor sheep
33 Posed for
portrait
34 Exists
35 Arrange in folds
37 weight-ern-54
38 Suffix:
adherent c
39 Satiate
40 Music: as
written
41 Indefinite article
42 Roman patnot
44 Dinner course
17 Member of
vIgnance
COrTITatee
. 51 Astate ffibbr)
52 Ox of Celebes
53 Thin
54 Comparative
ending
55 River duck
56 Prepare for
print
57 Mans

'
9 Van s name
Make lace
8eto,e
Sir-rb •c,
19 P•epos tc
22 Macao.
24 Symbol toi
tantalum
25 Protective
shield
26 Remainde,
27 Staffs
28 Man's name
29 Number
30 Paddle
32 Distinguishing
33 Ocean
7

36
37
38
4C
41
43

An,arer to Saturdays Pu:zle
CPU
TSAR
Cti itt ET'7 0
5 0" 5
1.4
A.
erE
S 141? $
ADO
ALiST
R A
510
7 ODOR
S
L5 E
Fit
ERAS
,,-T
ABET S
P
114
sizo
DOLLS
P
EE A
SEDANS
REMITS
•CTET
AILS
8
44 Dispatched
Near
Pelted k ,th
45 Appenatiz,
rocks
Athena
46 Mend alt"
Set into a
surface
cotton
47 Large tub
Vapid
48 Suffix. like
Cooled av
Mans
49 Tibetan gazelle
nickname
50 Siamese native

-5

3--

csa
kg;

12
15

-9- Ifer

co.
14

36

17
20

19

.
•
41 .
41 1N
f•Vi.
11.

21

22

27

4 23

410,32

35

se

3
37
40

39
OVVyN,:i„
47

42

41
45 46

49

k?A'151

0
56
•

1 Seed containers
2 Seed coating
35
3 Harm
Catholic church

3$

43

DOWN
52

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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CAMPOS
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AS I 5EE
- TWO 0-1610ES.
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BLONDIE
(
(
..1. LOOK DEAP •
T141.S.LI:NEL.Y
GOWN IS ONLY
FiFTY.DOLL ARS

IT'S A COPY Oo3OPGNAL
1-44.6,r COSTS FOucz-akiaacwitEr.,-DOLLARS

e
obY

SERVICES OFFERED

Prison vacations
proving successful

-UH-OH! BLONDIE WANTS SOMETHING!
Could it be that dress in the window - to wear on vacation?
Talking about vacittions. Blondie and Dogwood wear well on
anybody's vacation. They add a bright, breezy note to the day;
give you a good laugh, rain or shine. Can you imagine being
without them for two or more weeks? No need to, you know. Just
call 753-1916. BLONDIE and all your favorites will join you every
day in the Ledger & Times.

Two years ago, the prison
and legal authorities in West
Germany introduced an experimental plan allowing convicted criminals out of prison
on "vacation" on their wotd of
honor that they would return.
The experiment has been a
success, they sty. Most of theprisoners return punctually to
prison to continue their sentence. Only 8 per cent have
tried to escape, but they are
usually caught quickly.
It is expected that more than

EXTERIOR & INTERIOR
painting. contract or hourly rate.
Phone 492-8581 after 5:00 p.m.
MlIC

,
THE PHANTOM
-

RE01
7(1 Tc
THE PEEP

TANKER_ -41'D DROP A

E. Ei0m57
/
/

TO SET
VAONE1,
REV

t..
1,
44a

,34

BEATLE BAILEY
HE 6A"/6
DID ',CU
SIGN UP

EVERYONE

FOR
AtX7ri-IER
aitTCH

ALL OVER-THE
COUNTRY IS
POING IT

Quit cussin that lawn mower or tiller, thats hard to

FMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS'
307 N. 4th 753-6091
RADIO,
STEREO,TELEVISION,
CAR RADIO
&SERVICE

start, bring it to "KNIGHTS SHOP"for minor tune up, or

V
' I

I

complete overhaul. XINE satisfaction guarenteed also

SALEs

LReoair on small Appliances

broken frames repaired, wheels replaced, quick service,

.4•14 4Ww..11

fair prices.

WILL DO housework on WednesdLy, baby-sit or iron in your
lame, from 8:00 till 4:00. Phone
7514369_
M9P

•

year. •

.[

KNIGHT SHOP

and first road on left. Look for sign
Phone 753-4035.

AUTOS FOR SALE

-.

--PASCHALL TRIfek-ttNES

4e,

L

•

•

••• • •

••

agoott.t

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

READ the
WANT
ADS

than 240 historic sites and mon-

--THEY NEVER GO
OUT WITHOUT
EACH OTHER

CH. 3
6:30 Bewitched
7:00 Special
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

77 VT

1
as%

ri1.114

•
•
•

i
s.

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

fr

Member Chamber of Commerce

LI'L GHOST 0"
MAH DEAR
DEPARTED
PANSY--

MUCH THAT 13EFO' '
',ORE BCINES IS
COLD, AH HAS
STARTED ON
MA I-4 WAN --

-TO KiSSIN'ROCK-TO
FIND SOMEONE TO TAKE
YORE PLACE-

-...EST AS SWEET
AS-4/0'WAS,AN'
A LI'L LESS

^4.42g3

(SroV0
16442
5 PS

a

* Ledger & Times TV:Schedule for Monday Evening *
CH. 5
CH. 4
CM. 6

DI:

Hazel, 1

WE SPECIA
home, outboa
camper insur
8000:1 _ Ciairrt •
Insurance &
Murray, Ken
5842.

Dining Ro
sew Curb

KELLY'S TI
Control, phoni
13th Street.
detay lets bug
way."
aumassimanan
For Com;
Cancer
Coverage

GOLAN C
Pyr.
lnsu

WSM
6:10 Dragnet
7:00 Laugh-in
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

WI_AC
630 Wanted:
7:00 Gunsmoke
8,00 Lucy
830 Doris-Day
9:00 Special
10:110 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

WPSD
6:30 Gr.-Acres
7:00 Laugh-in
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10. 30 Tonight

CH. 8
WSIX
I
6:30 Cirsus
7:00 Special
8:00 Movie
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Dick-Cavett

CH. 12
KFVS

6:30 Dr.-Locke
7.00 Gunsmoke
8-00 Lucy
8 30 Doris-Day
9 00 Special
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

AH GOT GrJOD NEWS
FO'NO?!"aCI. Mita
A LONELY
BACHELOR NO
MORE -IN SEARCH
0'ROMANCL -

II:10 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 USDA
10:30 Bewitched
11:00 Password
11 . 30 Split-Second
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating ,
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Cluth Car.
W:oetiews
6:30 Mod-Squad
7:30 Movie
9 : 00 Marcus•
elby
10:00 News
wie Dick Cavett

I

6.00 RalphEmery 5 45 Journal
7.00 Today
6 00 News
9.00 Dinah's
6 30 N'Ville
AM
9 30Concenfration 7:55 Kitt.
Korn.
00Sale Century 8:00 Kangaroo
30 Squares
9:00 Tell-Truth
9:10 T or C
00Jeopardy
' 10 Who Where 10:00 Fam. Affair
SS News
10:30 Love of Life
OD Noon Show 11:00 Heart Is
I 00 Our Lives
11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
12:00 Singing Con.
2:00 Another
12:25 News
World
12:30 World Turns
2:30 Bright
1:00 Love Is
Promise
1:30 Guiding Light
3:00 Bugs Bunny 2:00 Secret Storm
3:15 Movie
230 Edge of Night
5.25 Weather
3 00 Gomer
Pyle
5.30 News
3. 30 Gilligan
6:00 News
4:00 Movie. •
6:30 Ponderosa
6. 30 News
7:30 Jr -Miss
7 - 30 Hawaii SO
Pagnt.
8 30 Cannon
8:30 Nichols
9.30 Woods Waters
9:30 Chng. Scene 10 00 News
10:00 News
10 30 P Mason
10:30 Tonight
11:30 Movie

7.00 Today
6.30 Bozo
9:00 Dinah
8:04 Romper-Pm
9:30 Content.
8:30 Movie
10:00 Sale Cen. 10:30 Bewitched
10:30 Squares
11.00 Password
11:00 Jtlepardy
11:00 Bewitched
11.313 Who Where 11:30 Flipper
11.55 News
12:00 My Child
12.00 Child Me 12:30 Make-De
al
Too
1:00 Newlyweds
12:30 News
1:30 Dating
12 43Pastor speak 2:00
Gen. How.
1:00 Our Lives
2- 30 One Life
1 30 Doctors
3:00 Password
1 00 Anoth World 3:30
Love Am.
2. 30 Peyton Pl.
4:00 Jeannie
3.00 Somerset
4:30 Green Acres
3:30 Calendar
5:00 News
3.35 Popeye
6:00 Andy Grit
4 00 Gilligan
6:30
4:30 Dan Boone 7:30 Mod -Squad
Movie
5.30 News
9170 Welby M D
6 10 Ponderosa
10:00 Chaparrai
7:30 Jr Miss
1100 News
Pagnt
11.30 Cavell
II 30 Nichols
9:30 pr.agnet
10 00 News
1010 Tonight

6,00 Sunrise
6.30 Break, Show
7:00 News
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 'My 3 Sons
10:00 G41111. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:2S News
11:30 Search
12:00 Farm
Pic12:05 News
12:30 World Turns
1-00 Love
Many
1,30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2 . 30 Edge
Night
3:00 Gamer
Pyle
3.30 Jeff's
Collie
4.:00 Big
5:00 Hazel
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Campbell
7.30 Hawaii 5-0
8:30 Cannon
9:30 Campaign-'72
woo Newt
10 30 Movie
.

Phone
FREE ESTII
installation.
ELECTROI:
vices, Box 21
Sanders, pt
mington, Kei
For a cit
delicious 1
a 19 cent o
and a 15 c
cents, C
dining roo

TRIANGI
WE STOCK !
!floor cover
Hughes Pain

CH. 29
WDXR
7:00 Place
7:10 Theatre-29
9:30 Creature Feature
10:00 News
10:30 Theatre
10:30 After Midnight

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday
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LK' ABNER
(-AH M ISSES sa0'SC)

EXPI

Protect Your Home!

ir,

I
urifents.

cTH

SPRING PA
Latex wall p
gallon up. Hu,

•• s • •

NANCY
a. clue

'FREE TRAI
of widow tad!
family. Earl
phone 753-570

- DIRECT SERVICE

figtessasy

AT COUPLE NEXT
DOOR MUST BE VERY
HAPP;Ly MARRiED -.

-SAVE
Health
-See ot
-Regist
-Come

Murray,:
Hwy: A-

_

Ideal Time For Music Lessons

We're
Dul

Turn left at Lake Stop Grocery on Hwy.94

• INTERIOR EXTERIOR pain- FOR ALL your home additions,
1161. CHEVROUT_ PIC UP,. UN; any size job. All work alterations, remodeling, etc.,
Ph0ne753good condition mechani ally. guaranteed. Use---fir quality Free Estimates.
TFC
te• e,811 Steve
.
•
ree9e5stilna
53414
odd:7.F
8c PTaint
-CatiOnTres. Low'Mileage. $4 14.00'..
TFC
Phone 436-5587.
liOME REPAIRS. Dripping
1963 FALCON 4 speed, excellent BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, -faucet? Leaky Roof? Clogged
So you think music lesions are
Summer time, when weather per- I Cold Spring Harbor, LI., puts it condition:Willing to mu at
sink or drain? Phone John the
"nowhere," boring sessions for your mits use of the porch, backyard, this way:
bank gravel
'fill dirt anti Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00
reasonable
price, but must se
sell a/an
topsoil. Phone Hardin,
child, stuck off in his room by him - park or held .as "practice room," is
3544569, 4.131_19,..Lik.aza, yr_ 253./625:
.the.-Dittlaisasosis4elsane
-3544130701-131Faterlinarlintrtnights. _
emphasis
discipline,
on
work,
hard
MaY11-e p.m.
Forget it! There is a growing new- strument. Music teachers and direcTFC
attitude about music lessons. They tors alike have abandoned the "hard and constant practice that used to 1964 DODGE VAN, 6 cylinder,
drive so many youngsters away from $350. Call 753-8934 after 3 p.m.
can be fun and enjoyed with line" on practicing.
friends:, says the American Music
One of the nation's top high: mu,sic. We try to makejnusic fun." MI1C
•
school band directors. Clem be Rosa' 'Many educators agree with
l]le Rosa. They recommend that PICKUP TRUCK,1970 Chevrolet,
.,oungsters beginning music lessons. C-10 deluxe, 8 cylinder, yellow
I CAN EC TO THE STUDENT
HERE'S JOE COOL HAN6N6
:to so in a group setting.. A young- and white, like new. $1995.00.
UNION AND EYE CHICKS, OR
AROUNO THE STUVENT UNION
ter ur a music clastshares the fun Phone Joh0).Caitioon,-438.- LOUISVtLLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
60'70
I CAN
THE LIBRARY
EL(EINp CHICKS..
mastering a new instrument with 2368.
AND STLIN FOR MY FINAL .
others. learning from them and with
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
tern
.1961 RAMBLER C12esic, four
NASHVILLE, TEN N. Ph. 256-5847
Group' instruction, says Dr. Her- door sedan. 6 cylinder, straight
man Slayman. University of Illinois shift. 15,800 miles since
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Ph. 436-5332
wofessor
AMC
and
advisor,
overhauled.
gives
Looks
and
runs
good.
the child an opportunity to compare $200.00. Phone 753.4124.
M8C
8
nimself with his classmates and en
AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
con- EXPERIENCED WORK in
courages_him to__practice. "This mild 1966 FORD
BRONCO, 4 wheel ditioning, rebuilt compressors, landscaping, mowing, planting,
form of competition helps the child drive.
Phone 753-9911 after 5:00 Freon. R. C. Evans-Garage, 400 prwiingandthemakin.goLllower
vs/14AT DO
MINK WE SHOULD WAJT,_
iearn tastier-to-am
Isigc Norm 4th-sfriet. Mae 753-6976N beds. Phone 753-6051.
- YOLI Tan:4K'tArit_TRSYCOME-OCit
MIOC
his
students."
fellowfellow
DEAR ?
WITH A COPsi'
or 474-2748.
T14E
May22P
•
Many music stores also offer an
\COPY
WILL MOW lawns, any size
incentive for summer music study
WANT TO BUY
et.
Phone
753-6075.
M8C
by offering lower rentals--.-with an
JOHN THE Mr. Fix-It-Man
- ;.option to buy in the fall. And if the WANT TO AU* Girl's bicycle,
Home Rmairs-electricial, car41
is-shit-undecidedjkut which
,
=API11111/44~4444444-4_
A40.100.
.
,
k
• • •
:
IL
instrument to pursue Ault
fi030after 5:00 p.m._
all_work guaranteed. Free pick
rentai arrangenittitt enable hitfi to
the Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00 up and delivery. Free estimate.
-Sampte several different ones before WANT TO BUY 2 or 3 bedroom
• V..
to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625 Antique or natural finish. Jerry
b..a"-••••
making ffinal selection.
June IC
hoiik in the county:with 3 to 5 nights.
May31C McCoy,753-3045.
Practice sessions, the bane of acres. Phone 753-8165 or 762many a young musician, can be eas- 4418.
M8P
ily spaced out throughout the sumTermites
Spiders
mer day since he is free from the WANT TO BUY March 17 copies
ssures
_s_ctint lauk_aruLhe_ **Ledger 8,...Tonea .please.o,jog Eat-YAM.BOIlle
THE
comPANYstill has ample time to participate in
YOU WAR WERE
owl 11.1 _
by office.103 North 4th Street. NoI
3ai4y activities.arrawil-PATI701
wHAT NAVY?'
PhorieCaIlsTFNC
se.
Plea
•
ESCORT
OUR
TO
al INTERNATIONAL,
/
If he has friends who take music
TANKERS!
WATERS'
Roaches
.lessons. they might want to get to- WANT TO BUY negative
gether for "jam sessions"-making enlarger,
Germs
rarry
also need other supplies
practice a social activity.
4arelated to developing. Phone 753GU RID DC
If your child is already taking 9495,
M9NC
4,
music lessons, summer time offers
PESTS
him the opportunity to improve his
playing, or to learn a new instru- WANT TO BUY electric utility
EVE GOT TO
ment And the extra practice time pole,60 Amp or more. Phora. 492FIND THE PIRATE''
FIRST, ARM THE
M1OP
will give him a head start for join- 8620 after 6:00 p.m.
ing the school band or orchestra in
the fall
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
1.0ST & FOUND
TANrJ.
You may -want to dust off your
day the year round...Winter and Summer.
old instrurrent or learn a new one, LOST BEAGLE hound, 5 years
Wearing
collar.
Lost
male.
in
old,
and juin ynur child at practice.
There are many music stores which vicinity of 94 East and Van
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
Cleave Road. Phone 753offer group rnstruction (or, private
LETS
BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
M111'
8081.
lessons) for adults
Best of all, your child's desires
for something new and interesting to
do will be fulfilled. Music lessons
are an exciting, creative experience
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
which he can enjoy this summer and
Phone
753-3914
Day
or
Nite
in the years to come
.
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
The National Park Service
v. Licensed by State of Kentucky
oversees 38 parks and more
•

.. 4,-•COROlE 6,1057. Wfre0 W.40(5
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TIRED OF CRANKING

411

•

.11411,41,

SERVICES OFFERED

WILL MOW'any yard, mower is
furnished. Phone 753-6200. MI2C

212 million people will visit national parks and memorials this

Summer
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KHAN'. KENTUCKY

MY SWEET, LOVING,
HANDSOME,DEVOTED,
ADORABLE, KIND AND
GENEROUS HUSBAND

PUTlag atIS
TO WORK FOR YOU
Crossword Puzzle

TIMES - Nit

ii:00 Don-Young
II: IS Headlines
1130 Answer
1145 Sewing
11:55 Toni-Holt
12:00 Gourmet
12 - 30 3-Match
1 00 Movie-Game
1 30 Mbyte
3 30 Fury
0:00 Bozo
5:00 Superman
5:30 Movie
7:00 Carnival
7:30 Theatre-29
97'30 Creature•
Feature
1000 News
10:30 Bedroom
Theatre
10.30 After.
Midnight
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

FOR SALE OR RENT

Another View
ONE OF the nicest homes in DUPLEX ON Monroe, The
MorrayqCompletely.landscaped, roomsand bath,_central beat and
• 3 bedrooilos, 2 baths, den, formal air, carpet throughout, extra
living and dining room. Special large master bedroom; range.'
features - swimming pool, Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202
TFC
terraced_ patio, unlimited..after 5:00 p.m.
We're celebrating our 1st Birthday in Murray!
storage, expanding sub-division.
Being transferred. $31,500. Phone ONE BEDROOM furnished
During the month of May you can:
753-9556.
M13P apartment,available June 1. Two
bedroom unfurnisbed apartment,
-SAVE MONEY I reduced rates for Shapemakers and
available May 15. One efficiency
Health Club.)
FOR RENT
apartment for two girls-,
-See our New Health Club
ROOM furnished available now for Summer only.
THREE
-Register For Free Prizes to be given away May 31
M9C
apartment, newly carpeted, Phone 753-9741.
-Come Visit us with no obligation.„
private entrance and private
753-2962
bath. Couples or single only.
Clean carpets the
M
Phone 7534351.
•
Mon.-Fri. 8:00 a.m. thru
Save and Safe way with
Hwy:4---East, 312 Mi.
BLUE LUSTRE
TWO ROOM furnished apartSat. 8:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon
ment, air conditioned, for one or
Rent electric
two college boys. (Near the
shampooer $I.
campus)$45.00 per month. Phone
MURRAY HOME
'FREE TRAILER space in yard END YOUR battery troubles for 753-5921.
M8P
& AUTO
of widow lady to couple or small the life of your car with VX-6,
Eamily_Forlurther_infonnatian nnlx $9 gfl Mnrirty hark gllaralltee-NE-Arrity-rtyiftNis
",
FURNISHED -APARTMENTS,
M9C at Grow Cycles, 101 East Main,
phone 753-5708.
two bedroom apartment, car- living room, kitchen, bathroom,
M13C peted and air conditioned. May
phone753-9958.
with shower and bath.One or two
SPRING PAINTING-We have
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control, bedrooms., Zimmerman ApartLatex wall paint . from $2.95 per OUTSIDE LATEX house paint in located 100 South 13th Street. M8C
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
gallon up. Hughes Paint
2 gallon containers, $12.00.
753-660%
_ .
M12C
_
- .apartment for college Ixtys.,for_ TWO BEDROOM-apactrppor
Summer and Fall semester, at furnished or unfurnished at the
711 Chestnut. Phone 753Embassy Apartments. Married
TV -STEREO- TAPE PLAYER i546.
M11NC couple preferred, others will be
considered. No pets. Phone 753NEW TWO bedroom duplex, all 4331 or 753-6985.
M12C
carpet,
dishwasher,
disposal
and
Guaranteed
* Fast * Efficient *
range,central heat and air,-large STABLES AND pasture
for
lot with garden.spOt; $125.00 per
horses on Wiswell Road, $25.001
month. Available. June 1. Phone per month.
Phone 753-3456
753-7550 after 5:00 p.m.
M8C daytime. _
_MOQ

BELTONE FACTORY fresh
TWO BEDROOM. brick house,
hearing aid batteries for all ceramic
bath, large kitchen and
Wand
make hearing aids.
family room. Located 804 North
MIOC
Drugs.
17th Street., Available June 1.
Contact Willie Darnell, Jr. Route .
and
drear,
IF CARPETS look dull
4,arti
Mn,Tennessee-, phone 901remove spota,a&-they appear
- with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Begley Drug
Store,Central Shopping CenHELP WANTED
M13C
ter.

Shapemakers

s hard to

une up, or

eed also

k service,

94

me additions,
delirig, etc.,
'Rine753TFC

S. Dripping
oof? Clogged
Ione John the
753-5897 8:00
7:13/e7=1.

(ES

EXPERT
REPAIR SERVICE

.

DISCOUNT SEWING and
STEREO SERVICE

18

l5
47
12

Phone 492-8812

Hazel, Ky.

WORK in
ing, planting,
acing _offlower
MlOC
1.

s, any size
M8C

WE SPECIALIZE in mobile
home, outboard motor boat and
camper insurance. Low rates,
_ good.
_ Service. _Gallaway
Insurance & Realty Agency,
Murray, Kentucky, phone f53, MayfIC
5842.
Dining Room Service InII

If You

Miss Your Paper
753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or

Alh. INN
753-4953

rioN

_

_

NEW AND used lawn mowersand tillers, for sale. All
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment on Elm Street. Prefer guaranteed. Knight's Shop, 7534035.
TFC
couple or mature woman. Phone
436-2326
M8C

• :Ilk

Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening

apartment, utilities fulenished.
Near town. Phone 753-4687 or seeat 412 South 6th Street. Single
lady preferred.
M8P

Beautiful new and used 2.1
cubic feet refrigerators.
Ideal for campers, office,
etc. Phone 753-5865 days or
753-5108 after 5:00.

I 1:1-472.1/17

5--8
6, UMW irlwre Syftdocale

bUST TO BE ON THE SAFE SIDE, RUN
NEXT POOR AND ASK WHAT THEY USED
-

-

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BUY THE BEST!!----

ROHN TV TOWERS
DOUBLE DIPPED GALVANIZED
Heavy Duty Rotors /9.95 with sale of tower
- CHECK OUR PRICES -

TV Service Center

RIDING MOWER, 5 14.P., 24"
WAITRESS WANTED. Call in
cut, $100.00. Used one season.
person at Ken Truck Stop Cafe,k
Phone 753-5402 after 5:00 p.m. M9miles South of Murray. Talk b.!
MlOC•
Mrs.Earl Cooper.
BOY'S -26" bicyCle,"
Convertible I1P' bicycle with
training wheels,. $20.00. Child's
chain driven pedal tractor,
$10.00. Phone 753-7546.
M9C

AVOCADO ELECTRIC range,
Frigidaire.air conditioner, 15,000
BTU, 15 cubic ' foot chest type
freezer, 'kitchen-table-- with
chairs Phone 753-5596 Or 753-owner, Mobile 8992.
. MlOC
one SPARTA
truocraas
k loaAd, 1969-12'x50'
ON
las
EtR Th
ileDIT
theIy
C
%O
thN
sale,
very
_ HELP WANTED
Edison. 10,060 BTU,• $161.88. reasonable. Phone 753-8527 or 753BTU,
20
000
$186.
17Q00 I3TU
24 .88.
26,000 t ,$261.88. Roby SalesANT1QUE CHINA cabinet
6C-Beilloff,,KenPhonelEgvia
753-2382after 5:00
M17C P.m.
tacky. - M8C

CENTRAL Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

WAITRESS WANTED. No phonecalls. Apply in person to Saucy_
Pig Bar-B-Q and Pancake
M8C
House.
WANTED TRACTOR mechanic,.
experience preferred. Apply in
P°'
't•- --Stake& Tractor -&implement Company; Industrial- M12C
RoadHELP WANTED

MOTHER'S DAY; give her 1970 YAMAHA 350, low mileage,
something to last-Concrete; Bird dealer serviced. Phone 753TWO BEDROOM house, unBath, flower boxes. Larry's 3547
TV SERVICE
TFC
furnished, air conditioned,
Concrete-Lawn
Craft, Highway
carpeted living room, place
CENTER
94 East._PhOne_7519953,_
Mi 1 P
for -washer -and -dryer, attaehed
In-Between-Snack, Lunch
garage and large_garden _spot.
or Dintier- our
cent
Phone 753-1628.
M8C 1o1x45'-1963 IV-IA6NOLIA mobiled ENNIS-SS- -&-X13-"ReAduz ant
listed
Hamburger is a Top.
home, equipped with 18,500 guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
Notch Winner, available
THREE BEDRObm brick, on 312 BTU Sears air conditioner Real per case 1190 books). Sold in case
in the Dining Room, Take
Irvan.Phone 492-8283.
M11C nice trailer. $1700.00. Phone 437- lots only. Ledger & Times Office
-REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Home or Curb.
M8C Supply,103 North 4th Street.
4331.
TFN(
GOLAN C. HAYS, Agent BY OWNER'new three bedroom EFFICIENCY ROOMS for girls,
semester. 1971 BOAT AND trailer, 1972-65 10'x50'
TWO
BEDROOM
brick house; two full baths, den for Summer and Fall
H.P. Johnson motor. Phone 753carpeted,
Priv•ate
entrance,
Pyramid Life
Magnolia trailer with 23,000 BTU
with fireplace, carpet, central
MlOC
8263
after
6:00
p.m.
air
and
heat.
Phone
753Sears air conditioner furnished.
heat and air, concrete drive and central
2377.
MlOC
Insurance Co.
$1750.00. Phone 437-4401 after 4:00
two car garage. This house is
753-4953
641 PET SHOP, 7 miles North of p.m.
M8C
nearly completed and ready for
occupancy. Phone 753-3903. M8C UNIVERSITY MEN; the lower Murray, Irish Setter puppies.
Phone 753-1976
level of an apartment building Cocker Spaniel Puppies, To 12' ALUMINUM boat and 6 H.P. OAK OFFICE desk, real nice
Poodles, fish and supplies, motor. Cheap. Will sell dining table, fancy antique
NICE THREE bedroom brick. will be available to 12 students hampsters and birds. Special on
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
separatiefy or together. Good rocker, nice old trunk, other
session.
summer
beginning
of
$2500.00 equity and assume loan,
or
753-1862
Phone
Neons,
341.00.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
condition. Phone 753-8641 or 767- antique items. Phone 435-4042
includes air
less than 10 years to pay. Phone $40.00 per student,
M8P
June8C 2205.
MlONC evenings.
753-9457.
water,
conditioning,
heat,
TFC
4924264
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser=kitchen
facilities,
electricity,
LIGHT BLUE formal, size 10
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. FOR QUICK Sale a lovely four private entrance and parking. CARPETS AND life. too can be
12'x60! MOBILE HOME with air worn once,$10.00. Phone 753Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- bedroom brick home in nice 1626'2 Hamilton. If rented to a beautiful if you use Blue 4,ustre
conditioner, good condition, one 4954.
M8C
--TFC neighborhood,-fully carpeted, club, president or manager, rent Rent electric shampooer $1. Bin
mington, Kentucky.
owner. Phone 7534148 after 4:00
M13C
Mr.
Center
.
negotible.
Phone
Shopping
will
be
K,
Belaire
dishwasher_disposal, walk-in
M1OC AKC REGISTERED German
p.m.
For a quick lunch, try a
closets, two baths, paved double Alexander,753-3827 in p.m. for an
Shepherd puppies, 8 weeks old,
with
delicious 18 cent hamburger,
drive. Phone Joe Emerson, 753- appointment,or contact Mrs. Joe REDUCE SAFE & fast
a 19 cent order of french fries
M8C
phone 753-8361.
water
.1206,
Belleforte,
Oak
E-Vap
GI.ASTRON
Tri-Hullboat
Benson,
Tablets
&
17'2'
GoBese
MI1C
1275.
and a 15 cent coke. Tot. 52.)
11)
,
Store
Park, III. 60302 or phone 1312) 383- pills" Holland Drug
with 125
cents, Curb, take out, or
_ H P. .Evintade
_
_„. Boat,
dining YObitt.
M10P motor, trailer and accessories.
'114-412NC
BY OWNER: Three bedroom,
Phone 753-4148.after 4:00 p.m.
TRIANGLE INN 753 4953 •large family room, living ro_om,
M16C
3
4 baths,. THREE
, Itched-dining room, 1/
BEDROOM, two
Our milkshakes
Reg (24
cents) or large (big pint 35
WE STOCK wallpaper. Installed utility room,carport, two storage bathroom, fully carpeted ranch,
cents) are both made from
23-1/16x35"
1972-175 OSSA race bike, one
'floor covering and carpets. buildings, patio, 'carpeted, 1626 Hamilton. Available to
pure home made ice cream
753Phone
air.
and
heat
central
qualified
person.
Interested in
place trailer. Phone 753May 29C
Both sizes available in the,_,
Hughes Paint Store.
.009 Thick
TF managing lower level which will
dining room, take home Or
9658
MIONC
7474.
,Pribuse 12 college students. Rent
, These plates are perfect
curb
TRIANGLE INN
TWO BEDROOM white frame negotiable. Write Mrs. Joe
NEW PLYMOUTH garden for siding or roofing
houie with kitchen and living Benson, 1206 Belleforte, Oak
tillers,5 H.P. Briggs and Stratton
room,4 acres,located in Kirksey. Park, Ill. 60302 or phone 312) 383- G.E. TAPE Cassett player' engine with forward and.reverse barns, for placing*
Priced at only $8,000. Phone 753- 9264.
May12NC recorder. Like new. Also ha‘ $139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 68, around bottom of
5723.
M9P
several tapes. Phone 767Benton, Kentucky, phone 527- mobile, homes to keep
NICE APARTMENTS: one
TFNC
2655.
TFC
EXPERIENCED RETIRED MAN to do indoor and
bedroom
furnished
apartment,
BY OWNER: Three bedroom,
out the, wind and snow, WANTED
Welder. Apply in person to Five outdoor maintenance. Must be
brick on well landscaped lot, 1617 and two bedroom unfurnished
and for many other
TFC mechanically inclined. 15 to 20
Points Welding Shop.
Kirkwood. Large living-dining apartment. Phone 753-5079. M8C
Opens 7 aln.
hours weekly. No phone calls,,
uses such as
room. Spacious kitchen with
DIESEL Mechanic pplY at Colonial House
WANTED
built-in oven, range and dish"building out"
12th & Poplar Street
M8C
Smorgasbord.
Apply Western Kentucky Stag
washer. Carpeted throughout. THREE ROOM and bath apartM8C
at
mice or rats.
Bus Line.
Utility and carport. Phone, 753- ment. Private driveway,one door
9331.
M12C from college campus. No pets or
FOR SALE OR TRADE
children
allowed.
Couple
preferred. For information phone
1971 HOLLY PARK 12'x65'
where you can get service after the sale. We are
mobile home,unfurnished. Phone KENI ANA SHORES $10.00 down 753-3264. Available May. 15. TFC
will
buy
a
month
$10,00
per
and
753-9274.
days 762-6280, nights:
the only Factory .Authorized Servicing Department
See at 8 Riviera Courts. Mayl9NC large lot with lake access. All TRAILERS; we have some for
water
including
utilities
103 N. 4th St
in this area.
sale also. See Brandon Dill after
Good Pay To A Good Operator
14' BOAT. 7,2 H.P. motor, plus available. Phone 436-5320. M13(• 4:00 p.m. and all weekend at
Murray,
Ky.
motortrailer $400 or trade for
Dill's Trailer Court at Murray
Could 4Iso use a less experienced person
MlOC BY OWNER; three bedroom Drive in Theater Entrance. TFC
cycle. Call 753-3170.
21 or older.
brick, newly- decorated, near
r.
PART TOY Collie puppies,
H.P Uriversity, two additional rooms
15' RUNABOUT, 40
Shopping
Centffri
Center
ROOM
SEVEN
farm
house Aint,
753-4953
Mother is AKC. registered Shelly,
vinrude and trailer. Will sell-or with private' bath and entrance
753$3.00 females. $5.00 males. Phone
Phone
753-5865
tradefor fishing boat. Phone 753- role extra income. Phone 753-7408 garden, Wiswell Road. Phone
M9C
753-9973.
WK.
M8P after 4:00for appointment. TFC 3456 days.
6322.
KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
Nomar
For Complete Hospital or
Cancer
Insurance
Coverage Call._

hours a
mer.

_

I

new Curb at the Triangle.

le!

NEW THREE bedroom duplex, TRAILERS AND apartments,
Nio all carpet, dishwasher, disposal furnished. Both in Murray area.
and range; central heat and air, PhOiiiririiiiiigtob382-2299:1,413C
large lot with garden spot, $150.00
per month. Available June 1.
FOR SALE
Phone 753-7550 after 5:00 p.m. M8-1

1MVK14

1969 -12'x55' THREE bedroom WANTED EXPERIENCED
mobile home. Phone 753truck driver. See or call Cecil
8008.
M12C Paschall, 415 Sycathore, phone
M9C
753-3429.
1967 WHEEL CAMPER tent
trailer, sleeps 8. Very gat
condition Phboe753-65057 1.19C''VAnrED-t-ttBY'.S
- rrrEttl•
In my home during the day
RIDING MOWER, 8 H.P.-32" Monday through Friday. Phone
cut, 4 speed, s329.80. 5 H.P.-26" 753-7822-or7534134-Ext.59. MOP
cut, 2 speed, $239.95. Briggs &
Stratton engine. Roby Sales, •
FjLNCL DIVIER-or '
Fry Cook. Must be neat, eftucky.
M19C
ficient, dependable and able to
good references. Steady
furnish
1971 YAMAHA 250 MX. Phone
work. Prefer lady 30 to 45 years of
753-7787.
M12P
age. Also need lady with somefood experience to train in salad
AVIIT ng
ar
trailer, 150 H.P. Mercruise
conditi9113-.NrutoDUAlk,,A_P_PIZ
power- twit. -Price.0,150. This
Smorgasbord.
boat originally sold new for Colonial House
MlIC
$17,000. Phone 436-2427.
M9C

If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results_Alien.
John
Rise° , Jr. at the - above

i TRIANGLE
INN

Route Boy
. Applications

ALUMINUM
PLATES

Are ti*Being Accepted
at the ,

LEDGER & TIMES
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See . . . John Pasco, Circulation Mgr.

STARKS
HARDWARE

Buy Your
•
ELECTROPHONIC STEREOS

TV SERVICE CENTER

25' each

Call
Ledger
lat & Times

- NIGHT COOK
MALE or FEMALE

TV SERVICE CENTER

Trian:le Inn

•*0

Humphrey Is Favorite To
in Westilirginia Race

Kentucky Roundup
•
WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP)-The Clark County
Society has ordered a feasibility study to estimate the cost et
•
restoring the home here of James Clark, Kentucky's
governor.
Robert F. Collins, president of the _historical society,said the
group is also working with the Kentucky Heritage Commission to
get the house placed on the National Register of Historic Places,
which would then make it eligible for federal matching funds.

*4414-.4.1

SALYERSVILLE, Ky. (AP)-Salyersville police Chief Pat
Montgomery has been fired on a 3-2 vote of the Qty Council.
The council decided to wait two weeks to name another chief to
permittime to take applications.Those who favored the ouster of
Montgomery charged he had not been performing his job.
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)-A 37-year-old Pike County man was
killed when he was run over by a motor in a mine in the Johns
Creek area.
Sam Bartley of Ford Branch reportedly was standing on the
track in the Elkhorn Coal Co. mine at Kimper when he was
str.uck
HOLING GREEN, Ky.(AP)-William Asbury Hunt, 60, of
Bowling,Green has been charged with murder in the shooting
death of\his brother-in-law, James Thomas Holder, 36, of
Louisville.
Police arrested Hunt after the shooting Saturday at Fairview
Plaza Shoppingtenter.

World News Briefs
chis Moscow summit- perhaps
WASHINGTON (AR)-Wiffi,
swaying in the balance, President Nixon summoned his highest
level advisers to the Jade_ Housstenay...fot
making meeting on Vietnam.
Secretary of State William P. Rogers *as ordered to interrupt
his tour of European capitals to return to thellnited States for the
National Security Council session.
There was no official indication of whether the President had
already made his decision or whether he was_sa.41..sidetm41
sqm
'15 current North Vietnamese
The options reportedly range from a naval blockade of
Haiphong Harbor to renewed borribing-of-military targets-tit:the
Rawl and Haiphong areas to possible dispatch of Marines now OR
_China._Sea to empri U S
_Nevy
.troops in the beleaguered Hue region.
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LINDA OSTING, Murray,is presented an award as Outstanding Member of Kappa Omicron Phi
-national tome economics fraternity Sunday during the annual Honors Day at Murray State
University. Making the presentation is Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairman of the home economics
•
•
.departomint at MW.

Three Wrecks
Continued from Page 1)
tge parking lot when the
collision ocCurred.
Dailiage to-the Mt
was on the back bumper and to
the Byars car on the right rear
quarter panel.
Sunday at 8:50 a.m.a collision
occurred at 12th and Chestnut

c p
driven by Thomas Alan Parrott
--?21
Murray, and a 1972 Datsun two
door sedan driven bMichale_
alias McCoy of Paducah
flatite Two.
Police • said Parrott going
north on, 12th, steMled at the
traffic light at 12th - and
Chestrint,,starktad _to _hio.sight„„
light caught him.
1 the
Parrott started to- back up but
due to having a dresser in the
back of the treck, he Wee unable
to see out the back windifne and
collided-WM the McCoy*Nar
stopped behind
that had
Parrott for the traffic tight, the
police report said.
--rismage to'II* Taft-oft die
was on the left back side and
back bumper and to the McCoy
car on the right front fender and
right door.
Steve Wayne Knight

Theta Department Plans
For Family Potluck
The Theta Department or the
Murray Woman's Club will
supper tonight(Monday)at 6:30
p.m. at the club house
Bach member is to bring a
meat dish and another dish for
the supper. Miss Beth Broach,
members to attend.
will be
presented by Mrs. Harold
McReynolds who is chairman of
Foundation.
The Human Gro

Howton

II

II

- (Continued from Page 1)
.0W huifOIFltW
campus, in the community and
a oss_ft steite of &Marie "_
Dr. Hugh L. Oakley, dean of
the School of Applied Seiences
inand Technology, which
cludes the agriculture department, called the selection of
Howton " well deserved."
y
mgi t he be
ts
so honored because of his many
• -andservice not only to. -the
latheagriculture
industry in particularlhe said.
Howton has been instrumeotal in the training of
scores of agricultural leaders in
the state and in the development of the daily busipess_in
-Weff Kentucky. The university's jersery herd, under his
leadership and supervision, has
been the highest producing herd
of that breed in Kentucky for
•three -of- the lust fodt--yeari.
Enrollment of agricultural
students has more than tripled
•
in size and thei
faculty members in the
agriculture department has
increased from five to 14 since
Howton betdihe chairrban. A
master's degree program in
agriculture has also been

Seen & Heard . . .
- it'ootinsed from Page-I)heart
A love that's not extreme.
just a_quiettove, a gentle love,
I'm_ running out of steam.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS. Sanitfri3 iiiident of _Duke
ineersity, hoped to represent
Sen. Hubert Humphre who
a liberal compromise candidate
lost a 1960 presidential bi
the coal fields of West Virginia, at the convention in Miami
Is heavily favored to win Tues- Beach.
Near final vote totals in
day's presidential primary
there against Gov. George C. _North Carolina were Wallace
408,785; Sanford, 304,397; Rep.
Wallace.
Humphrey faces an uphill Shirley Chisholm, 61,359; Sen.
battle in another primary in Edmund S. Muskie, 30,593; and
Nebraska Tuesday against Sen. Sen. Henry M. Jackson,9,323.
George McGovern from neighThe vote far Mrs. Chisholm,
boring South Dakota.
a black New York congressWallace, fresh from a conk- woman, marked her strongest
manding victory in North Caro- showing so far in the prilina's primary, gave no in- maries.
dication he intendli to campaign
In the delegate count, upin West Virginia.
dated tallys-from Ohio and the
Wallace's win over former results of six DemocraticNorth Carolina Gov. Terry San- Farm-Labor conventions in
ford in Sanford's own state also Humphrey's home state of Minedged Wallace a bit closer to nesota showed weekend gains
second place in national dele- by Wallace ana Humphrey. The
gatevi
s_ triepth.fer early,hallot, currgn=t is McGovern
Democratic National- 313.5,
ey 238 and WalConvention in July.
lace 210.
Though Sanford-was beaten
In Nebraska, McGovern is a
• --tris-instate and hadjn.-10V-erne in a state where
(heated a loss there would- voter interests are much the
of-further
no lye or - ITopaignng,he said Sunday he'll kota.
Il.01 .1
Both primaries in West Virginia and Nebraska are
straight popularity contests,

Mrs. Young's
rother Di

•

ginia and 24 in Nebraska.
There are,....11_Democratic
'candidates on the
N aska ballotr_but
cGoveri 'and Humphrey are
considered serious contenders.
Others are Wallace, Muskie,
Mrs- ChihnJn,Jackson,Mayor
Sam Yorty of Los Angeles, Sell.
Vance Hartke of Indiana, Rep.
Wilbur -191s-of-Aricansacitirtrier-S&L Eugene J. McCarthY
and Mayor John Lindsay of
New York.
Republicans in West Virginia
will select
_convention dele-'
.gatei,-butre is no presidential primary for them. In Nebraska President Nixon runs
agairisrftep. Paul McCloskey of
California and "Rep. John M.
Ashbrook of Ohio. Republicans
in Nebraska pick 16 national
convention delegates.

Simmer Tanager is red
all over with slightly darker
wings and the Scarlet Tanager
is red all over with very dark
wings.
Wife in hospital since Friday.
Lonesome at our house and we
have stood about all our own
cooking that we can take.

Vietnam ...

Mr. Curd is possessed of a
good of humor, is a good conversationalist and would put a
lot of 60,70, and 80 year old folks
to shame with his outlook on life
and his cheerful viewpoints.
an v Llirthday Mr Curd.
Our sympathy to Mrs. Paid
Heise and boys on the death of
Paul. Paul was a fine fellow
and even though he knew that_ _ _
his time on this earth was
limited, he retained a pleasant
outlook on life and enjoyed it as
much as he possibly could.
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Manfred Trenholm
Injured On Friday

Patrick Meloan
Dies Saturday,
Rites Tuesday
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-A lot of folks called during the
day to greet Mr.Curd and wish_
him well. We -sat there for
awhile eating cake and punch.

Recovery.

,Final Exams
At Murray
State Begin

Cal

-I don'
don't beli
they did
Meany ,
on April 1

Are Tuesday

People In The News

In

Out to see Mr. J.B. Curd
yesterday. His 90th birthday.
He still reads without glasses,
has a sharp mind, and can
rertiember names and dates and
places way on back. Mr. Curd
would be a rich source of local
history for some historian. He .
has the chain that the streets of
Murray were laid out with.

- Funeral •services for Cord
Cunningham, Jar-tither-of-Mrs.
Fulton Young of Murray, were
held Tuesday morning, May 2,
in Grand Island, Nebraska, with
burial in the Nebraska State
SAIGON (AP)-U.S. warplanes returned to the Hanoi area
Veteran's Home Cemetery.
today for the first time in three weeks and bombed fuel and
Cunningharn,-agesupply depots and other military targets on the edges of the North
(Continued from Page 1)
Safireday-,----A-Pril 29, at'Ike_
Vietnamese capital, reliable American sources reported,_
-—
presented a pique to Mrs."-J.B.
Veterans AdMinistration
Tonkin-Gulf'shot
(Cautioned from ge 1
. Navy-planes fresiiThe-U-.S:
pover
in behalf of the school for
Hospital in Grand Island,
sources
the
interceptors,
down several North Vietnamese MIG
and
was named a member of
eight years perfect attencance
Nebraska! He had been a
said.
the
National
Honor Society. He
in PTA and PTC, with tahnks
resident of Kimball Nebraska,
Sources said the first raids on the Hanoi area since April 16
participated
in numerous
for the many services she had
since 1954. He-Was born Marsh
were ordered by President Nixon.
speech debate, and music acrender..
28, 1894, in Trigg County,
tivities, and was drum major
He also called_attention to the
Kentucky and was the son of the
ROME(AP)-Italian voters today were winding up the election
for the high school band for two bulletin
the
board
Roster
on
'
,
late
'Axurn
Green
and
Helen
the
whether
of a new Parlianient with no indication yet of
years. „asisich.listed -the-things---whielv
Cunningham.
Christie., Democrats and prospective allies in a center coalition
•
Williams graduated from'
the-P(TC has done for the school
The deceased resided in the
would achieve a Tr:100M.
Murray State, in three years,
yelir.
this
Cherry Corner community of
A massive 7t9 per cent of the 37 Million voters cast ballots in
:in
„earning a B.S. &greet,
The installation of olficers for
Calloway County until. about
fine weether Sunday. There was another seven hours of balloting
speech; with a
English
and
1972-73 was conducted by Mr.
1920. Since that time he has
today.
_
0
1 44 11
a ence.
Cothran. The'new president is
lived-in-Oklahoma and other
It was Italy's sixth election since it became a republic 26 years
estunan, he was drum majora er
arsa
•
-of the Murray State band, and
1-.1ames_PhillinfiLsesretary, Improvements in physical -Perlottof time In'South Mienc
has played in the concert band
1967
-Fordto--his
damage
entniviiLlisavib•--larested-mountairs
Malcolm;
and
arin.Y_trootel
Mrs.
Verlyn
with
the-Carter
Company
Oil
anduran
_
since he became
facilities
for
the last two years. Williams
left
rear
the
door
hardtop
on
jet
Eastern
Airlines
an
parachuted
from
iigion for a man who
treasurer, Mrs. Charles Tid- _department chairmarvinelude a and- served -as
has
also participated in speech
was_
with 1303,000 ransom in one of two marathon weekend plane quarter Panel W. hilt it
well.
Wvaedr 1. a -sergeant* in.
and debate and the Readers
new classroom building with V ol aer
parked in marked spaces adhijackings.
Survivors are his sister, Mrs.
Military services for Paul R. Theater.
Following the, meeting,
a livestock
In the second incident, a young Vietnam war protester com- jacent to Kroger's Supermarket refreshments were served in laboratories,
Fulton Young of Murray; three Heise, Sr., 1511 Johnson Drive,
educational
At the April 30 Honors Day
for
pavilion
mandeered a a Western Airlines jet over Utah and eventually on Sunday.
nieces, Mrs Sam Dougherty of Murray, will be held at Fort
In the report made to the city the cafeteria by the first and meetings and special livestock Tullahoma, Tenn., Mrs. Donelson Military Cemetery, program, Williams was named
ordered it to Cuba. He promised to sneak back into the country
police at 9:20 p.m. Knight said second grade mothers. The door activities, an agricultural William-IL -Crean- of---ProsT)--t tinier, Tenn., on Tuesday "Outstanding Student of the
and do it again.
prize,. an _arrangement-44- or englri0ertng - building which
Year" in speech. He also holds
the,cer was hit in the rear left.
:
,v.
e.
act ye.IL-tv atthe charel membership in the following
js -Danfia
aLvs.
ph
iShe
tificial fruit, was won by Goody. bears his paine,imd a
--BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP)-Scattered small-scale quarter panel and fender well, -Braboy, , Ill.; four Of thei_li aleektigeman Funeral societies that give honor to
r
nnit.
•
ru
mg was ripped', the
_-_-_-_
_ -violence c.n.itinieetthrougliont_Shipley of Home at ten a.m. on Tuesday seholarship and leadership:
horse
comprehensive
---A
y night,and the British government was reported becoming fender dented, and paint Shipley of with Rev. Stephen Davenport Kappa Delta Pi, Alpha Chi,
urriculum-the first such Murray,
reconciled to the poasibllity of United Nations intervention if the scraped. He said the other
Sacramento, Ky., hf.G. Wells of officiating.
.
- 4
offered
at
a
Omicron Delta Kappa, and was
ogram
to
be
Catholic
left
withotitjeaving
any
vehicle
province's Protestants take up arms against the Roman
Martin, Tenn., and Roy CunPallbearers will be E.H. Lax, named to- Who's Who in
university
Kentucky
jor
notification with him.
minority.
(Continued from Page 1)John Thompssin, Ray Ross, American
Colleges
and
was developed under Hosvton's ningham of Centralia, Ill, your social life because of eadership.and offered for the
Dan Shipley of Murray and Norman
Klapp,
Carlos Universities.
nerves; if you have lost your irst time in the fall of 1979.
Young)
Mrs. Sam (Judy
Williams, and Joe Williford.
Williams has served as vicesense of humor; if your are one
Masonic rites will be con- president and president of the
He has been president of the Dougherty of Wlahoma,Tenn.,
of the millions with the crying
entutky Artificial Breeding attended the funeral services in ducted by Murray Lodge•No. 105 University Christian Student
habit; if you are losing your Corporation for seven years and - Grand..Island Nebraska.
Free and Accepted Masons
Center for the past two years.
Manfred Trenholm of Coldtonight(Monday)at seven p.m. He is a member of the
INDEPENDENCE, Mo. (AP)-Former President Harry S.- water is listed in satisfactory temper too often; if you have
the
served - on
as
the
feeling
of
aloneness,
being
at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral University Church of Christ. On
Truman observes his 88th birthday today, but a family condition this morning by ofof
board
rganization's
Home chapel. The Murray May 14, he will report to the
spokesman says Truman and his wife Bess plan no special ac- ficials of the Murray-Calloway (selected, and desperate for 'rectors for the past 20 years.
help.
Lodge will open at 6:30 p.m.
tivities.
official
on
the
has
been
oivton
Southwestern Book Company at
was
County Hospital where he
Mrs. Roach said the Recovery
Heise, age 48, died Friday at Nashville, for summer sales
The spokesman reported Sunday that Truman is in excellent admitted on Friday at five p.m.
iry judging list of Kentucky
sessions were started a number
2:10 p.m. at Thi—
Murray- work. He. will -register at
health and spent the weekend reading messages and letters
or 15 years.
Trenholm suffered injuries Of
Calloway-County Hospital.- He Harvard in early September.
received from old friends and associates on the occasion of his the chest and left knee in an of years ago by the late Dr.
A charter member-- of the
-Abarharn Low to prevent the
was a retired Navy veteran
birthday.
lloway County Agriculture
automobile accident. Keptucky relapse in former mental
with 23 years service. He was
betas also served as
State Trooper James Barnett patients and help for nervous
active in all
Masonic
WASHINGTON (AP)--ens. Mike Mansfield and Hugh Scott investigated the accident but
vice president;of the Kenhave returned to Washington from a three-week trip to mainland could not bereached for further persons.
ucky Agriculture Council and
Final examinations for the organizations and the Moose '
All interested persons are
(Continued from Page 1)
China.
s been a member of the spring setnester at Murray lodge.
details this morning.
invited to attend. Sessions are
-Survivors are his wife, Mrs. when Miss Foyd slowesl to
Neither Mansfield, the Senate's Democratic leader, nor his
iiecutive council of the Ken- State University got under way
held in Murray at Mental
Edith Meyberger Heise of 1511 make a leit turn into a .
Republican counterpart would
discuss details of the visit
ucky Farm Bureau dairy today.
Dessert Bridge Party
Health Center on Mondirms at
pending a meeting today or Tuesday with PresidentilixOn.
_ Merra-Y
drIvewaY. Spencer- who as mmittee for'the past 25 years.
_Dr. WWiwn G Read.. vice. Johnson.
seven-p.r%; at tht Mayfield Red
Hilt Mansfield did say he was encouraged by *hat he heard
He-and his wife, the former president for academic affairs,. parents,'Mr. and Mrs. A.A. pulling a boat and trailer behind
Will
Be
At
Oaks Club - Cross Chapter Haat, 2;2, W. ertie . Vaughn Duncan of said examinations will start at 8 Heise of Leitchfield; three sons his truck applied his brakes, the
during eight hours of meetings he and Scott had with Premier
dessert bridge party will be South Str4t, on Tuesdays at . enderson, have one daughter, a.m: and continue through Paul Heise, Jr., of Vet-million, truckbnd trailer jackknifed and
Mansfield, bf Montana, and Pennsylvanian Scott also said on held at the Oaks Country Club 7:15 p.m., and at the Paducah
etsy, who presently is Friday, May '12, leading up to Ohio, Sgt. Billy Heite with the spun around in the road and
,7:30 First Presbyterian Church, 7th
their return Sunday night that they met for a total of five hours on Saturday, May 13, at
aching and doing graduate the baccalaureate service at 8 Air Force in Vietnam, and landed in a ditch on the south
p.m. Reservations should be and Jefferson Street, on
with other high Chinese officials.
work at the University of p.m. Friday and the com- Vincent Heise of 1511 Johnson 'ide of the road, the trooper
made by Friday noon ana a Mondays at 7:30 p.m. Persons
abama,
mencement exercise at 10 a.m. Drive, Murray; one brother, said.
LOS ANGELES ( AP)--Several periOns threatened to kill film charge of one dollar per couple may obtain further information
Lee Heise of Shelbyville.
Hussung, past win- Saturday, May 13.
Besides
The pickup and trailer were
by attending one of the
comedian Charles Chaplin during his four-day visit here last will be made.
of the distinguished
have
ers
A
total
of
953
students
damaged and were towed away
meetings
or
write to Mrs. Roach
month, says a former city police lieutenant hired to guard . Hosts and hostesses for the
ofessor award are: 'Dr, CS. filed for . degrees in the 49th
by Hooks Wrecker Sevice. The
event will be Mr. and Mrs. at Benton.
Chaplin in Los Angeles.
.owry, 1964; Dr. Liza Spann, spring commencement exerFoy car was damaged in the
William C. Jordan-, now head of Computer Investigations Bruce Thomas 753-9442, and Mr.
1965; Dr. Max Carman, 1966; cises. The exact number of
rear, but was driven away from
Associates,said,Sunday there were 12 to 15 anonymous threats on and Mrs. Howard Giles 753-6557.
. Walter Blackburn, 1967; graduates will be determined
the scene. Mrs. Spencer was
Chaplin's life. Jordan said the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
Bridge parties are being
Mrs. Evelyn • Linn Albritten, when university officials have
taken to the.- hospital by a
and Sciences hired him to guard Chaplin. Jordan said there were planned on a regular basis
I continued from Page 1)
1968; Robert K. Boar. 1969; and checked the candidates to
passing motorist.
no attempts to harm the actor.
possibly the third Saturday
certify that requirements have
illiam B. Taylor, 1970..
Kentucky. .State _Trooper
other areas of North Vietnam
Chaplin came here to receive a special Oscar from the night of each month.
been met.
Stephenson
inCharles
and
7th
Fleet
destroyers
and
vi Academy for his contributions to the film industry.
Both mid-yar and spring
TWO CITED
vestigated a one vehicle acNOW AT MEMPHIS
cruisers bombarded enemy
-Word has been received here cident on Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Two persons were cited by-the positions on the coast.
Thomas Ahart of Murray who term graduates will participate
MIAMI BEACH, Fla., API-Former Astronaut Col. Gordon
Departhent on
in the can and gown ceremony of the death of Patrick Meloan, The accident occurred West of
Murray
Police
Was
injured
in
an
automobile
The
command
did
not
specify
Cooper has taken a second wife,Susan Taylor of Los Angeles.
Tuesday and Tuesday night. the other areas, saying only accident a few weeks ago at . since no formal graduation age 47, who died,suckienly at his Lynn Grove at the Calloway-One of the original seven Mercury astronauts and recently
They were one for public they were in the demilitarized Cadiz was transferred from the exercise is held at the con- home in Nashville, Tenn., Graves county line.
divorced, Cooper said after the ceremony on a friend's
Saturday..
drunkenness
and one for public zone and north of the zone.
Murray-Calloway County clusion of the fall semester.
Ji T. West of Farmington
houseboat Saturday that he and his bride plan a honeymoon to
He was the son of the late Route One, driving an InA
resisting arrest,
spring
intersession
drunkenness,
is
Hospital
to
the
Baptist
Radio Hanoi reported . that
•
Haiti.
and disorderly conduct.
two American planes were shot Memorial Hospital, Memphis, scheduled Oh the campusfor the Perry and Julia Utterback ternational Scout, was going
Murray.
west on the -highway when he
down south of Hanoi. _Later, Tenn., this morning by a Max first time this year May 15-31. Meloan
PHILADELPHIA ( AP i-Mayor Frank Rizzo likes his job so
SEVEN CITED
Funeral services will be held said his wheels dropped off the
Students may earn .. three
Churchill ambulance.
much he says he would like to stay on for 20 years and he might
Seven persons were cited by however, it referred to planes it
• -semester hours of credit by at the Finley Doris and Charlton side. Ile said he lost control of
even have the law changed to permit him to do so.
the Murray Police Department claimed were shot down Sunenrolling in the new three-week. '1uneral Home in Nashville at 1 the vehicle and it turned over,
CITED
THREE
day.
According to the city charter, the mayor can serve only two on Friday and Friday night.
session that bridges the gap p.m. Tuesday. Graveside according
cited
by
were
persons
Three
Trooper
to
The U.S. Command said it
consecutive four-year terms.
They were two for public
the Murray Police Department between the spring se-iliester services will -be-- Yield at the Stephenson.
had
no
losses
to
report
in
raids
drunkeriness, one for public
Murray City Cemetery at 4p.m.
Saturday and Sunday. They and the summer term.
We.st suffered a cut on the
SANTA MONICA, Calif (API-Actor Marlon Brando has been drunkenness and, disorderly, either Sunday or today over on
Summer tern% registration is Tuesday with Rev. H.C. Chiles head and a bruised arm,. bid
were one f,ar driving while inNrth
Vietnam.
granted custody of his 13-year-old son, Christian.
conduct, one for unnecesSary
toxicated, one for driving- on scheduled at. Murray State June officiating
was not treated at a hospitarSuperior court, Judge Laurence Rittenband's ruling Friday noise, one for disregarding a
Sources said the first raids in suspended r revoked lieerrie,' 12- With classes for the. eightThe Max Churchill Funeral His vehiMe was toived away by
ended a two-month court battle between Brando and his former stop light, one for running a red
the Hawn area since April .16
and one for disregarding a four -week session to begin the Home. is in charge of the local Burge's Wrecker Service at
wife, actress Anna Kashft. They were divorced 12 years ago and light, and one for driving while
Were ordered by President .'ifollowing day.
arrangements.
way stop.
Mayfield.
Miss Kashil was granted custody at that time.
on.
intoxicated.
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